The bell

of the Santa Maria

The contents of this brochure are the faithful history
of an adventure that began in 1994.
In the spring of that year, an underwater expedition conducted by Roberto
Mazzara located the site of the shipwreck of the Galleon San Salvador, during
assiduous research also conducted through the use of a metal detector; in the
shallow seabed in front of the place where San Salvador sank back in 1555, a
bell of naval use was found that at first was thought to be that of the shipwrecked
galleon, but subsequent scientific historical research undoubtedly showed that
it was, in fact, the bell that was on board the famous Santa Maria, shipwrecked
on Christmas Eve 1492 on a Haitian beach, one of the three caravels who had
brought Christopher Columbus on his first voyage to discover America.
Reading this booklet carefully, you will understand how Roberto Mazzara, after
finding this bell, managed to prove without a shadow of a doubt that it’s just that
who on October 12, 1492, greeted with his chimes the discovery of America,
forever changing the history of humanity.
Here you can fully understand the historical-scientific work that during decades
has engaged Mazzara, who has not only been able to meticulously reconstruct
the history of this bell but has also had to defend himself legally from unjust
accusations and legal battles that ended with the right recognition of the full
ownership of this artifact that today is the only object found and existing in the
world, historically and directly related to the discovery of America.
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events and
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summarized in the
book dedicated to Christopher
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published by Edizioni 2008
White Star S.p.A.
Below is the full chapter V of the book written by Ing. Roberto Mazzara,
author of the find and current owner of the bell
A world exists that is so close, yet so far from us, a so mysterious world, so fascinating that
for thousands of years it remain the object of countless attempts at discovering its mysteries.
Yet, as impossible as it seems, we presently know infinitely more about the immense void
of these impenetrable oceanic depths that hide immeasurable lost treasure and real-time
capsules of history. They lie imprisoned in the scores of shipwrecks lying idle on sea beds
and ocean floors throughout the world.
How many of us wouldn’t feel transported back in time at the surprise of discovering
a buried treasure, an ancient wrecked galleon loaded with chests full of gold coins and
magnificent jewelry studded with precious gems?
As for me, I was born in Castronno, a small village in the pre-Alps of Varese, Italy, so far
from the ocean that enchanted me so much that I remained literally glued to the television
when documentaries from Jacques Cousteau’s “Old Man of the Sea” series were presented.
The sound track, the images — still in black and white — everything was so electrifying
and magical but, more than anything else, mysterious. And, at the end of every episode,
it was clear to me that the documentary had merely skimmed the surface of a world that
seemed to maintain no boundaries and had so much to give in terms of intoxicating
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emotion, the stuff of fantasy and imagination.
The passion that images of those first pioneers of the abyss kindled in me was so intense
that every year, I anxiously expected the arrival of the summer season when I could put on
my mask and flippers to then plunge into Lake Monate. Thanks to a policy of conservation
and ecological efficient management that small but very beautiful lake with transparent
water is nevertheless the destination of many swimmers today.
To emulate the scuba divers from the Calypso, as Cousteau’s oceanographic ship was
called, I built quite a “professional” respirator by connecting two glass bottles, attaching old
faucets to them with insulated tape and even in such a rudimentary form, this became my
first scuba-diving equipment.
Years passed and even if I can’t provide details for security reasons, I can tell you that due
to my military training, which was among the best in the world, I became a professional
scuba diver and hydrodynamics engineer. Honorably discharged, owing to my technical
knowledge and skills, I worked on the construction of diverse underwater robots (called
ROVs), an acronym generally meaning “Remote Operations Vehicles” or more commonly,
remote control vehicles. With these ROVs I was ultimately capable to devote myself to
“going where no man has gone before.”It was a dream I’d cherished since I was very young.
At the beginning, I had to content myself with exploring the bed of Lake Maggiore, where
I directly located the remains of the Milano, a steamer that had sunk during World War II.
And, after discovering it with such ease, I embarked on a new and more difficult search.
My previous find had encouraged me to search for a mysterious shipwreck, which had
taken place at the beginning of the 1900s, close to our border with Switzerland. We should
note that the northernmost part of Lake Maggiore extends for some miles into Swiss
territory, and a surveillance service employing torpedo boats (motor boats about 66 ft/20 m)
long) to combat the transport of contraband has been established in these waters.
One night, one of these boats and its whole crew disappeared without a trace.
The recovery of this particular torpedo boat, the Locusta, became my new goal and, with
the help of a local business that offered me the use of a pontoon boat, I set out to search for
the Locusta and, in just a few days, I located its remains at a depth of about 656 ft (200 m).
In the next years, while perfecting my ROVs, I deployed them on two recovery operations
I would have been willing to accomplish even on my own. The first was in Lake lseo and
the second in Lake Como, where I had to seek and recover the bodies of two divers who,
owing to unfortunate accidents, had drowned and drifted to such depths as to prevent their
recovery by other divers.
Clearly, I had also been working on other diving projects in the area of archaeology, and
treacherous, rather risky projects like the “reclamation of explosive devices.”Through my
military diving training, I had learned to locate and recover every sort of bullet or bomb
that, during the two World Wars, had wound up in deep water and had to be removed
to allow for the construction of a bridge or the dredging of a canal and avoid accidental
collision and explosion of such items of ammunition.
One day while I was busy assisting Erik, one of my divers who was looking for a very
valuable watch lost by a lady as she was berthing her boat at the Lavena dock on Lake
Maggiore ...

Article appeared in the magazine “Mondo Sommerso” in the 80s from which Ing. Mazzara took cues and information that
allowed him to identify the exact location of the shipwreck of San Salvador II on the coast of Portugal

FIRST EFFORTS
It was one of those sad and grey days when the winter had already removed the leaves
from the larch trees along the lake near the Laveno dock and the air was cold. I almost
envied Erik, who was underwater, thoroughly searching among the algae on the lake. I asked
myself if it were possible that the lady had really lost the gold Rolex that had been on her
wrist...
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Geographical indication of the place
where in 1555 the galleon San Salvador
II was shipwrecked and (next) photos
of the beach “Oso de Baleja” where in
1994 Mazzara found the bell

This is the coastline of the Algrave, Portugal, near the small town of Carrapateira where the San
Salvador II galleon was shipwrecked in 1555

I was deep in thought when I heard my cell phone ring. It was Ennio, a friend and diving
instructor from FIAS (ltaliar Federation for Diving) inquiring me if I had read the most
recent issue of Mondo Sommerso (Underwater World) magazine Ennio was quite familiar
with my passion for searching lost shipwrecks and I could already imagine what he wanted
to discuss with me. Every month, Mondo Sommerso published articles regarding more or
less interesting shipwrecks, but this time had delivered something that was truly sensational.
I stopped into a bookstore to purchase the magazine and instantly perceived what it was all
about.
A certain Claudio B, who came across as an expert historian on shipwrecks, recounted the
story of two Spanish galleons that, having returned from the Americas, became wrecked
off the Portuguese coast in 1555, loaded with ar enormous cargo of gold and silver. Despite
the reasonably accurate data on the locations of the shipwrecks, recovery expeditions of
that period didn’t have much luck and only one of the two was definitely located, with the
recovery ofonly a small part of its cargo.
The two galleons were both named San Salvador. They were part of a fleet that set sail
from San Juan, Puerto Rico, in October 1555 under the command of General Gonzalo
de Carvajal. By direct order of Charles V, Holy Roman Emperor and King of Spain, the
fleet had the task of carrying to Spain, a valuable cargo of gold and silver that had reached
Puerto Rico a few months before, onboard a fleet led by Rodriguez de Farfán. It emerged
from the archival documents examined by Claudio B. that only the flagship of the fleet, the
Santa Catalina, had successfully reached the Portuguese port and city of Lisbon. Adverse
conditions at sea had caused the wreck of the San Salvador I near the portuguese town
of Buarcos (now a suburb of Figueira da Foz) wile the San Salvador II (also known as the
Condesa) had sunk straight to the seabed, on the coast near the town of Carrapateira in the
Algarve.
After referring to the magazine, I went to Ennio’s house to comment that as interesting
as the article was, it seemed more like a legend than lawful historical research. At that
moment, I would never have dreamed that those two lost galleons would promptly transform
my life. Ennio was enthusiastic about the article and conjectured out an expedition to

Portugal to search for the two wrecked galleons. Nevertheless, my reservations dampened his
enthusiasm. The Portuguese coastline was actually located more than 1200 miles (1930 km)
away, making a potential expedition costly, without scarcely considering whether or not the
galleons had really been shipwrecked just off that coast. Not to mention the fact that they
had to be located in an extremely critical spot to investigate. In addition, big ocean waves
constantly hit that stretch of the coast, making diving there almost impossible.
The evening passed pleasantly between the laughter and storytelling, but I have to admit
that curiosity was starting to eat away at my brain, and I returned home to reread Claudio
B.’s article very carefully. The historical research was quite meticulous and the primary
photographed documents, enlarged with a amazingly powerful lens and then reproduced,
were wholly clear and readable. I undoubtedly trusted the indications contained in these
photos were quite precise.
Was it possible that no one had yet discovered these shipwrecks?
The temptation was irresistible and the more that time passed, the more the idea of going
to Portugal piqued my interest. However, the fact remained that to organize an expedition
to Portugal, I initially had to find some absolutely trustworthy travel companions. This
endeavor was about searching for a valuable treasure, and in a case like that, nobody could
ever predict the reactions of a person confronted with such a discovery. Besides being
absolutely honorable people, the other members of this expedition also had to be expert
divers and, above all, free to accompany me to Portugal.
The more I thought about it, the more the logistics seemed insurmountable, but I decided
to make the attempt anyway. The first person that cam to mind was Erik, a French diver
with whom I was working, and who would not hesitate for a second to give me a yes.
Unfortunately, Ennio had to be excluded since the expedition took place in July when the
ocean is fairly calm and peak tourist season of the August vacation period had not yet
begun. And, Ennio just wasn’t available in July.
I still had to find a third member who could stay on the boat while the other two would
dive as well as share the driving over the length of our trip. The only person who came
to mind was Luciano, an excellent diver with a great spirit of adventure whom I had met
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Photograph of the inside of the bell with the detail of the coin encrusted in the oxide and
the imprint left after its removal
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bis Enlargement of the coin in question (front and back) after removal: the arrow indicates the
marks left by the knife with which the coin was removed from the oxide

during the operation to recover the body of a diver who had disappeared in Lake Como
a couple of years before. Luciano also could not leave town in July but suggested I try to
contact Silvio, a friend of his in the Cantu diving club. I met with Silvio a few days later. He
was 35 years old and not very tall, but he had a kind face and, after some deep reflection
about my plan, he accepted it.
The team was set, and all we had to do was organize the logistics. In the following
months, we prepared everything, the vehicle, the small trailer, and both of them wound up
jampacked. We barely had a small rubber raft with an outboard motor
I remember thinking: “We undoubtedly have to be crazy to throw ourselves into an
adventure like this as we don’t have the faintest idea of what we might encounter upon our
arrival.” I felt a little like Christopher Columbus himself who, after struggling so much to
assemble his private fleet, would leave for God only knew where, and would find only God
knows what, out there in that immense body of water that carried the name of Great Sea
Ocean in that era.
In conclusion, we left for Portugal in search of one of the two lost galleons: the one
shipwrecked off the coast of Carrapateira. The trip passed quite peacefully and, every once
in a while, we stopped to check the tires and engine oil level. Each time we passed through
a border, we needed to exchange lira, first to French francs, then to Spanish pesetas, and
finally to Portuguese escudos. One of the most pleasant things was that every time we came
into a new country, everything always cost less.
Once across the Portuguese border we found ourselves driving through orange groves
whose flowering trees perfumed the sparkling and uncontaminated air, something that we
were not accustomed to. In those places, everything had a peculiar scent as if time had stood
since the last century.
We arrived close to what must have been our destination at night; dark roads with almost
no signs did not make things any easier. We decided to stay at a roadside rest stop to await
the first light of dawn and then sum up the situation. In the morning we tried figuring out
where we were. The evening before, we had followed the highway to Arrifana and, using a
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SEQUENCE OF EVENTS THAT CAUSED THE COIN TO
GLUE INSIDE THE BELL

San Salvador II hold

Rupture of the san salvador II hold and
the crates it contains

Shipwreck of San Salvador II

Coins and bell end up in the sediment of the
sandy bottom

One of the coins remains inside the bell
oxidizing along with it

map, we ascertained that before arriving in Arrifana, we would have to pass Carrapateira.
Off this point, our galleon presumably sank in 1555, at least that’s what Pedro de Galarza’s
letter to the Spanish rulers had reported after the search for the shipwreck had proved
fruitless.
“Year of our Lord, 1558, Your Majesties, the ship going towards Lisbon was lost at
Carrapateira, four leagues from Lagos, in line with the rock, at a depth of fifty fathoms and
the divers sent by Your Graces are only examining the area where they dropped anchor.”
There were no doubts that Carrapateira corresponded to the present day village
of Carrapatera and the rock in the document could be a cliff at the front of a rocky
promontory. It was marked on the nautical map that I had brought with me, indicated as
pedra da gale, which, translated from Old Portuguese, means “galleon rock.” We started
back on the road and after just a few hundred yards a rusty signpost printed with “Welcome
to Carrapateira” appeared in front of us. Less than three quarters of a mile (400 m) later,
really ancient white houses came into view, so old that they were probably there before our
galleon had sunk. Just after arriving in town, I saw a signpost in the shape of an arrow on
the left, bearing the word “Pontal.” It was the exact name of the promontory where the
pedra da gale was located. Excited, we immediately turned onto the little road that, after
a few hundred yards, ended alongside an impressive cliff, under which the ocean roared
angrily.
It was an amazing sight. The cliff had to be at least 100 ft (30m) high and the ocean
swelled rhythmically beneath it as if it were going to climb right up and then descend,
transforming the rocks in to countless foaming waterfalls. A bit farther in front of us, a line
of semi out cropped rocks ended with what doubtless had to be the famous pedra da gale.
Looking at the imposing cliff, I quickly thought: “How are we going getting down that?”
The beach was on the right side of the promontory, but the waves wouldn’t have allowed us
to put our small rubber craft in the water. This presented a problem we hadn’t considered.
Was it possible that after so many preparations and miles traveled, we wouldn’t even be able
to get in the water? I took the binoculars and began to inspect the coast and, at a certain
point followed the coastline north, and could just make out a marina lying beneath a tiny
village. The town was so small I wasn’t at all sure what it was. It must have been Arrifana. In
fact, by examining the nautical map, I discerned that Arrifana had a small fishermen’s port
and, with enormous satisfaction, I noticed there was even a nearby campsite. Certain that we
would have to navigate our little rubber craft for a few miles before arriving at pedra da gale,
we were all more than ready to do so.
Arriving rapidly at the campsite where we could detach the trailer and lighten the load, we
consumed something then went down to the port to check out the situation. Turning my eyes
toward the promontory where the galleon must have sunk, I tried to imagine myself at the
moment of shipwreck. I thought about the desperate shouts of the sailors trying in vain to
avoid a catastrophe, of the merchants coming back from the New World to their families in
Spain with the proceeds from their work, and about how they had lost everything, probably
even their lives. I thought about how desperation felt when realizing that, after so much
danger and sacrifice, all was lost just within reach of that ultimate destination. In fact, Cape
St. Vincent was so close that the shipwrecked had to perceive that, once they rounded this
rocky promontory, they would be forced away from the coast and exposed to the whims of
the open sea, then on to the southern coast of Portugal where they’d be sheltered from the
winds and Atlantic currents. A few more miles of sailing would have been enough to secure
their safety in the calm waters on the Bay of Sagres, yet the cruelty of destiny instead denied
salvation to that ship and its crew. I asked myself how many ships and courageous sailors
might have disappeared off that stretch of very beautiful but very dangerous coastline.
While engrossed in thoughts I didn’t realize my compatriots in adventure had, in the
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Reales coin, minted during the regn of CharlesV, is similar to dhose that where part of the cargo of the
San SalvadorII, discovered on the beach of Osso da Baleia south of Figueria da Foz (British Museum,
London, Great Britain)
meantime, started chatting with some fishermen from the port. The news they gathered
wasn’t pleasant at all.
None of us would be diving around the Carrapatera promontory because the previous
year, some Portuguese divers had reported retrieving some cannons just where we thought
the San Salvador galleon had been shipwrecked. We had arrived too late.
At that moment, I have to admit I was profoundly disappointed but, after a few minutes of
silence, I turned to my traveling buddies and proposed that we dive anyway so that we could
at least take a look at the galleon’s cannons. We got organized for the next day.
After breakfast in the campsite bar, we returned to the port and, berthing the small rubber
craft, we headed toward Pontal. The ocean was calm and the waves moved like the breathing
chest of a sleeping giant. During our journey, we ran into a school of sardines that jumped
out of the water as we passed, frightened by the noise of the outboard motor.
The trip lasted almost an hour and a half and, arriving near the cliff, we quickly realized
it was impossible to get any closer because the waves were truly daunting at that point.
Probably, the presence of enormous underwater rocks, shaped by the rather strong currents,
made the ocean swell even more, forming waves that were breaking against the cliff with a
deafening and threatening uproar It proved accurate that diving with oxygen cylinders would
have been too backbreaking and extremely risky. I then understood why divers discovering
wrecks have dived in without tanks. Without that burden, they could have easily fought hard
against the current or waves.
Regrettably, we hadn’t prepared to dive without breathing apparatus as it differs quite
a bit, not just in technique, but more so in the equipment used. It was clear then that we
wouldn’t be able to dive. So clear that we returned to the little marina at Arrifana and once

back at the campsite, reluctantly prepared for our return to Italy.
I arrived in Italy with the strong determination to return to Portugal. But finally, destiny
wanted neither Erik nor, even less so, Silvio to return as my compatriots in adventure, even
though I would always remember them with affection and gratitude.
THE SAN SALVADOR SHIPWRECK
The second galleon cited by the Mondo Sommerso article, the one that sank off the coast
of Buarcos, also bore the name San Salvador. I gathered from the dates in the article that
it had sunk in the first months of 1555 in the waters off the Portuguese coast, across from
the place now known as Figueira da Foz, where at that time there had been only a small
fishermen’s village called Buarcos.
In 1993, I decided to go to Figueira da Foz to search for the ship’s remains but the
particular form and structure of the coast somehow complicated any determination of
where the San Salvador shipwreck site might be; there were no documented points of
reference.
Documents of that era did not refer to a specific area but just to the Playa del Lorical,
a name that now must be obsolete given that no similar name appeared on my nautical
map. Once in Figueira da Foz, I made contact with various people, but none of them were
familiar with the Playa del Lorical. Discouraged by this first fruitless attempt, I left Portugal,
ever more convinced that there was a great demand for scuba diving in Figueira da Foz.
Given that it had yet been undeveloped by anyone else, I could personally start a lucrative
business in scuba-diving equipment and training courses. So, I got organized, bought the
necessary equipment, and returned to Portugal with the intention of setting up a new
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Photograph of the meeting with the Portuguese authorities in Lisbon during which Roberto Mazzara (first
left) denounces the discovery of the bell to Francisco Alves, third from the left and director in charge of
Portuguese subacqeua archaeology (C.P.A.S.)
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business - and with two goals in mind. The first would be to cultivate a passion for diving in
that market, and second, to find a way to finance my San Salvador research in Portugal.
On the first trip, I had met a pharmacist in Coimbra, George, who was already passionate
about scuba diving, and his brother Edoardo, who managed a sporting goods store with
diving equipment and also manufactured surfboards.
They had offered me assistance. I arrived in Figueira da Foz, contacted them and quickly
began to arrange advertising for scuba-diving training courses. Meanwhile, I talked to
them about the San Salvador, showed them maps, documents, photocopies, and the article
published in Mondo Sommerso. We decided to find the San Salvador together.
Edoardo directed me to the library at Figueira da Foz where historical documents and
shipwreck registries were kept. I dwelled on a particular passage in a letter written by a
Pedro de Galarza. His letter talked about the San Salvador shipwreck and the place where
he became a guest at the monastery of Nuestra Senora de Seiça in Casal de Marin, located
right across from the beach where the galleon had been shipwrecked.
His letter also explained that the king of Spain had given him the responsibility of
recovering any and all items surviving the shipwreck, also authorizing him to search
the houses of local fishermen. It was absolutely normal in those times for neighboring
inhabitants to collect anything that had washed up on shore after a shipwreck.
The monastery of Nuestra Senora de Seiça still exists; over the centuries it had been
transformed into a factory that was later abandoned. Today, it is not much more than a ruin
but it constituted a valuable geographical reference to aid me in finding the shipwreck site. I
would just have to consult my map, and the beach facing the monastery could be none other
than the “famous” Playa del Lorical.
Today, the beach is called Osso da Baleia, which means “whale bone” in Portuguese. The
beach is a very long rectilinear strip of sand that starts almost right at Figueira da Foz and

ends after about 43.5 miles (70 km) at a sort of small rocky promontory by a small town
called Pedrogo.
I then had to concentrate, my search along a little over 12 miles (19.3. km) of beach, and
decided to comb it with a metal detector. Complicating things were the remains of a cargo
ship that had wrecked in the area, leaving small pieces of iron, cast aluminum, screws, and
bolts scattered all over the sand.
I decided to try anyway. With Edoardo one evening when it was starting to get dark, the
metal detector emitted a sound and I, not really thinking I was mistaken, starting digging
with my hands. I quickly found a rather large coin, cleaned it off, and realized it was quite
old: I recognized the coat of arms of the Spanish royal house imprinted on it. It was an
8-reales coin, consistent with the era of the San Salvador shipwreck. A very beautiful silver
coin, blackened from seawater oxidation, the inscription was completely legible, “Carolus
[Charles VJ et Johanna, reges.” Emperor Charles V was on the throne at the time of the San
Salvador shipwreck and coins transported in that ship had to have been exactly the same as
the one I was holding and admiring.
For the next few days we returned to the beach and I devoted at least two or three hours
each time to combing continuously through the sand, but to no avail. One day while I was
passing my metal detector over the sand, I encountered a fisherman who asked me if I was
searching for coins. The man explained that he had found about one hundred very old coins
in the same area years before, but maintained that they had no value and that he’d used
them as decorative washers to adorn a fence around his home. He had me accompany him
to his house and when I saw the fence, I immediately realized that he had drilled holes in
more than 100 coins of 2-, 4- and 8- reales nominations that once must have been cargo
aboard the San Salvador.
By then, it was quite clear in my mind where the galleon had become shipwrecked.
However, finding its remains would be uneasy because the strong ocean waves breaking on
the beach would prevent me from diving in from the shoreline. I would have to take a boat
from the port at Figueira da Foz, traveling farther offshore to accomplish any dive, and
the port was quite a few miles from the shipwreck site. in 1994, I bought a rubber raft and
equipped it for the task with a magnetometer, an instrument that plots magnetic changes
due to the presence of ferrous or other magnetic metals. Certainly the San Salvador remains
must have preserved nails, metal dowels or pegs, cannon balls, the cannons themselves, and
anchors that were once on board the ship. I voyaged along that strip of the coastline for days
in my rubber raft without getting any signals from the magnetometer.
One day, almost at high tide when the ocean water was calm, I moved in closer to the
coastline, much closer than I ever had before. At one point, the magnetometer needle began
to frantically swing, and it seemed that I had passed right over the San Salvador’s cannons as
the instrument gave off four very definite signals. I turned around, repeated the same route,
and again received the same very strong signals. Looking around the seabed, I couldn’t make
out anything but sand. So, I then decided to drop anchor just over the exact spot where I’d
received the strong signals and dive in. The only thing that I saw underwater was something
dark in color pushing up out of the sand. It was wood and such an old piece of wood that
when I touched it, it crumbled like ash. It was one of the San Salvador’s sides. The ribs of
the ship were so large I had no doubt: I was right on top of the San Salvador, a galleon of
almost 800 tons. When I examined the wood more closely, I saw a round object whose edge
looked like some type of strange light grey-colored pot. I moved in closer and saw it was
the lower edge of a bell and with only a modest effort, I freed it from the sand. I had found
a small ship’s bell, easily recognizable due to its mounting, a thin, flat piece of metal with
a hole in it. Ship’s bells are readily distinguishable from those used on land, primarily in
the way they are used. Bells used on land rotate on an axis, swinging back and forth so that
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Magazine “Mondo
Sommerso” published in
July ‘98 – First article on
the discovery of the bell
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the clapper strikes the inside edge while ship’s bells are fixed and you must pull on a cord
attached to the clapper to ring it.
I pulled the bell out of the water and took it to Figueira da Foz. That same evening, I
showed it to my buddies, who were not particularly enthusiastic about it. They thought
it was an old bell with a hole in its side, and that it had been corroded over hundreds of
years in the sea. I washed the bell in fresh water, leaving it in a closed container for several
days to avoid potential permanent corrosion from the combined effects of salt and oxygen.
My Portuguese friends were more interested in other finds that might still be onboard the
San Salvador than the bell I had found. I was opposed to “looting” the ship’s remains and
more inclined to report any finds to the appropriate authorities, happy with any financial
compensation deriving from my rights as finder. However, one day, armed with pistols, my
“friends” ordered me not to report my find, strongly advising me to stand aside.
Deciding to leave Portugal, I took the bell with me. In Italy, I continued to reflect on the
San Salvador and the bell. What was a “normal” ship’s bell of that size and shape doing
on the San Salvador, which was a large, important, and prestigious ship? A bell that was
certainly manufactured in Europe could have perhaps gone to America, but not returned
from America. On a galleon loaded with gold, silver, coins, and emeralds why would a
simple bell be part of that cargo? It had to have some value, I thought. I then decided to
do in-depth research on the San Salvador. In Lisbon in the “Torre do Tombo” archives, I
found a document, which later mysteriously disappeared, referencing Christopher Columbus
and saying there were various objects on the San Salvador linked with “Colon’s” flagship
(Columbus had many flagships, but the most famous was certainly the Santa Maria).
I determined to have the bell analyzed by experts. Thanks to connections through
my friend Albano, I first dropped it off for examination at the “Arqueolise” in Nice, an
organization that restores archaeological artifacts found in the sea. Complete analyses
established that it was a very old ship’s bell and had been in the sea for hundreds of years. I
had a second set of analyses done by a professor of archaeo-metallurgy at the University of
Bologna and he also confirmed the metal object had spent more than four or five hundred
years in the sea.
These revealing analyses motivated me to do further archival research. I found other
documents, which also mysteriously disappeared, confirming the bell from the Santa Maria
had traveled on the San Salvador. In one document, the sentence, “la Capitana Santa Maria
por grazia dell’Amirante Colon” stood out with the monogrammed signature of Columbus
right next to it. I took a picture of the page and showed it to some experts who readily
recognized it was not an original document but more than likely the copy of an original
document.
In 1998 I returned to Portugal with Albano to inform the government about my locating
the San Salvador shipwreck site and finding a bell that had probably been on Columbus’
Santa Maria, but they did not give me any consideration whatsoever. We then went and
spoke with Francisco A, directing manager of the “Stass,” the underwater archaeological
services department of Portugal, a governmental organization with headquarters in Lisbon.
This organization proved to be much more interested in finding out the exact location of
the San Salvador wreckage than in hearing my detailed account of finding the bell and
my subsequent analyses. I was prepared to give Francisco A any sort of information on the
condition that I receive assurances of some financial reward from him and the Portuguese
authorities. The San Salvador had enormous historical and archaeological importance as
well as value from the viewpoint of coin collecting, therefore also the potential for yielding
a considerable financial return. However, in return, I received only a negative response
from my contact in this organization. Meantime, Mondo Sommerso magazine decided to
publish an article on the bell with a photograph of it on the first page. After the publication,
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I decided to get in contact with RAI Radiotelevisione italiana (Italian Radio and Television
Network) with whom I participated in shooting a short documentary. Then everything just
stopped right there. I forgot about the whole event for a while and went to Spain. In the
meanwhile, the bell remained in Italy at my home, inside a special container that I had built,
enveloped in argon gas that would prevent oxygen from further aggravating the condition of
the bronze.
I then considered donating the bell to the Spanish royal family with the twofold goal
of ensuring it would be exhibited in a museum as well as receiving any appropriate and
legitimate benefits from my important discovery. I wrote a letter to the Spanish royal
residence and received a response from the public-relations manager of Spain’s Ministry of
Education, Culture, and Sports. He told me I would have to contact whomever I considered
to be the legitimate owner of the object. However, I had contacted the Spanish crown
directly as, of course, I considered them the rightful owners. I then wrote a letter to the chief
of the port authority at Algeciras, Spain, to make an official report through the appropriate
authorities. Again, received no positive response. Even a follow-up meeting with an adviser
to the Spanish royal family, the vice director and curator of the Naval Museum in Madrid,
and a court counsel to the Spanish Military Marines resulted in nothing substantial.
After many futile contacts, I was convinced that the bell did not interest anyone so I
could consider it my property and put it up for sale. I needed to completing all necessary
scientific and historical investigations certifying the bell was indeed from the very famous
Santa Maria. Aided by my girlfriend Isabel, I found the money required to finance the
research. I made an agreement with Claudio B. so that he would seek and acquire further
documentation in exchange for a percentage of the sale proceeds of the bell. I also I
contracted with an auction house in Barcelona that would support me with some financing.
My first stop was in Barcelona where collaboration with a specialized firm produced
two copies of the bell with a 30 photogrammetric system. From there, I moved on to the
Technological Institute of Aragon in Zaragoza, where I had a scientific analysis made of
the metal in the bell. Then, I went to Portugal, back to the beach facing the place where
I’d found the bell to collect sand samples, witnessed by a police officer. These samples were
sealed in an envelope by a notary public in Figueira da Foz (an authority similar to an
attorney in Europe) and taken to the university department in Zaragoza. Their comparative
analyses were made of the sand encrusted in the oxide on the bell and of the sand collected
on the beach, authenticating the provenance of the bell.
At the same time, Claudio B. located in two documents some important information on
the history of the bell. The first asserted that 32 pesos was paid for a bell to be packaged
and stored at the fort of San Juan, Puerto Rico, during the same period of time when my
valuable bell was stored then loaded onto the San Salvador. This was quite an elevated
price and more or less the equivalent of a year’s salary for a sailor at that time. Therefore,
the bell had to have had a significantly higher value than any normal bell in that era. The
second document reconstructed the events tied to Luigi Columbus, Christopher Columbus’
firstborn nephew, who had charged a trustworthy person to send him objects from his uncle
in America. This person stored these objects at the fort of San Juan, Puerto Rico, then
loaded them onto the San Salvador himself. Yet, without even a definitive list of the objects
designated to Luigi Columbus, the coincidence of Luigi Columbus’ request and the presence
of a bell at the fort of San Juan, Puerto Rico in the same period of time stood out.
However, the most important document emerged in Florence when I was able to buy an
original 1556 manuscript that quoted a list of ship-cargoes, arrivals, and wrecks in that year,
with the San Salvador appearing among those shipwrecks listed. The text of the paragraph
regarding the San Salvador read “otro registro de la nau nombrada San Salvador” (“on
the register of the ship named San Salvador”) “qe venia par mestre Guilherm de Lugo”

(“coming from Puerto Rico with Commander Guilherm de Lugo”) “el qua diz que se perdid
a Buarcos” (“who states that the ship was wrecked at Buarcos”) “con mucho oro, mucha
plata, y el signo de la villa de la Navidad” (“with a lot of gold, silver, and the bell from the
Christmas village”). The word, signo, in the old Castilian language is defined as a small-sized
bell and the villa de la Navidad is the name of the small fort Columbus had constructed on
the island of Hispaniola, using the wood recovered from the Santa Maria, which had run
aground on a sandbank on Christmas night in 1492.
We had collected more than enough proof to demonstrate that the bell in my possession
was the one that had saluted the discovery of the New World on 12 October 1492: in fact,
the only object in existence from the expedition that had discovered the North American
continent.
There was nothing more to do but arrange the auction, which would be held at the
Hotel Ritz in Madrid on 17 February 2002. Three days before the auction, plainclothes
policemen purportedly belonging to a special security unit impounded the bell, saying
that the Portuguese government had reported my friend Albano and me to authorities for
“robbery,” requiring us to appear before the court of Algericas. I immediately set out to find
a solution and contacted an attorney who accepted my case in exchange for my commitment
to pay him 10 percent of any eventual profit when I had recovered and sold the bell.
Making matters even worse, the management of Spanish auction house required me sign an
acknowledgment of debt, witnessed by a notary public in Barcelona, equal to a very large
amount, calculated at 3 percent of the estimated sale price of the bell.
Realizing that, despite so many battles and sacrifices, many people stood to profit from my
precarious financial situation in order to submit me to their claims, I entered the Madrid
courtroom hopefully.
The fact that I already informed the Portuguese authorities in 1998 and the Spanish
authorities shortly thereafter, offering the bell immediately and gratuitously to the king of
Spain, largely demonstrated my good faith. In addition, more than one year had passed
since I’d reported my discovery of the bell, the statute of limitations provided by European
Community law regulating property rights for found objects had expired, and no one else
had claimed ownership during that time period.
The court proceeding came to a close after many dramatic scenes and there was nothing
more to do than wait for the judge’s finding. What was really in my favor was the sanctioned
statute of limitations on the Portuguese Republic’s ownership rights. All I had to do then was
to rearrange the sale of the bell. However, the Spanish auction house, to which I proposed
arranging an auction in New York, would claim 80 percent of the sale price, taking further
advantage of my already difficult financial situation.
At this point, I played one last card and returned to Italy. In an article published in 2007
in the Prealpina, a small newspaper in the region of Varese, and in the Libero daily paper,
I promised 50 percent of the bell’s net sale price in exchange for financing to cover my
debts and arrange the auction in New York. I then started receiving telephone calls from
people interested in discussing the project and was finally able to get some real assistance.
Obviously, this is not the end of the story, just the end of the first part because once sold,
the bell would certainly be exhibited in a museum. After that, all of my efforts and all of
the historical and scientific research would finally see light of day. At last, the public could
admire this historical object of enormous value and great symbolic significance. Because I
had not just found any object from the Santa Maria, I had found the Santa Maria’s bell, the
icon, the heart and soul of this ship. It was this bell that echoed the legendary cry of “Land
Ahoy” from Rodrigo di Triana when he sighted the line on the horizon that was the island
of San Salvador on 12 October 1492.
It was this small, humble bell that signaled the moment that changed world history.
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― Mazzara report the
discovery to the governament
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In june 2000, Roberto Mazzara contacted the royal residence in spain and spanish authorities
to report the discovery of the bell from the san salvador and to organize eventual donation of his
find.
The letter on the left, dated 2 june 2000 and addressed to Mazzara from the spanish ministry
of education and culture reads as follows: “in response to your document received at the royal
residence of spain, the King, in compliance with the report published by the deputy directorgeneral for the protection of spain’s historical heritage, i am forwarding you the following
communication: in reference to the remains of the galleon presumably located off the coast of
“portugal,” you should contact the abovementioned deputy director-general, providing precise
information relative to: location of the shipwreck, results of analyses certifying that it concerns a
spanish galleon, delivery of the found object to whomever is recognized as its legitimate owner,
and it will then be necessary to establish any legally appropriate negotiations as mandated by the
ministry in the interest of spain.”
In the letter on the right dated 20 june 2000, Mazzara writes to the naval port authority
commander in the maritime province of algeciras: “i am enclosing documentation certifying
my discovery in 1994 off the portuguese coastline from the shipwreck of the san salvador
spanish galleon, as well as documentation on the site of the shipwreck occurring in 1555 further
demonstrating that the object recovered from the previously mentioned shipwreck site is the ship’s
bell from christopher columbus’ ship, the santa maria. I am forwarding to you the originals of all
this documentation so that you may inform the proper authorities.
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Algeciras, May 15, 2000
Letter to Juan Ignacio [cq] cabo pan jefe del centro de informacion
Dear Sir,
Responding to your letter sent with the date of April 10, 2000, in who you respond to my letter, which
you received via the Royal House of His Majesty the King, and addressing your request on the subject
presented to the Institute of Historic Cultural Patrimony of Spain... I am including a color photocopy of
the article I wrote, which appeared in the magazine “Mondo Sommerso” from July 1998, where I spoke
in detailed about my discovery of the location of the remains of the galleon San Salvador, sank off the
Portuguese coast in 1555. In this article I sustain the theory that the bell found in the shipwreck belongs
to the Christopher Columbus’ caravelle Santa María.
Also objective proof and documents and cited in the article. The most evident proof is in the orifice fixating
the top part of the bell, which shows it’s a naval bell, by the form of the hook, because as we know, naval
bells are fixed to one point, and should not oscillate.
We know that the Santa Maria ran aground the night of Christmas 1492 in a beach in Haiti and later
was taken apart to construct a fort on the same beach (Fuerte Navidad). Naturally the bell from the Santa
Maria was taken apart and put in a high position, since we know a land-based bell needs to be in a
position to ring in case of danger or to call attention. Here, the fact that transforming the functions of a
marine bell for a land-based bell, we see that the bell has to swing, and to obtain this oscillation, a ring
or hook was placed in the orifice. This causes a wear on the material which gives the orifice an oval shape,
and originally it was circular. Surely, it’s very difficult that a XV Century bell found at the shipwreck
would have these characteristics.

― Article of 17 February
2003 published in the United
States following the seizure
of the bell by the Spanish
authorities on a complaint
from the Portuguese
Government

A bell purported to be that of Christopher Columbus’ flagship, the Santa Maria, was on pre-auction display at
the Hotel Ritz in Madrid on Monday Feb. 17, 2003.
The once shapely bell, now turquoise in color from extensive undersea corrosion with a gaping hole in the upper
part, is about 10 inches (25 centimeters) in height and diameter, and weighs about 31 pounds (14 kilograms). (AP
Photo/ EFE, M.H. de Leon)

‘Santa Maria bell’— auction to open at $1 million,
but scientists are skeptical
By MIKE TONER
Atlanta Journal-Constitution
The planned sale in Madrid, Spain, this week of “the ship’s bell of the Santa Maria” is stirring a
tempest of controversy that would make Columbus, whose life and legacy were rife with acrimony,
feel right at home.
As bells go, the corroded hunk of bronze and tin going on the auction block Thursday at
Madrid’s Hotel Ritz isn’t much to look at. There’s a gaping hole in one side. Shells and marine
encrustations attest to its many years on the ocean bottom.
But it is the bell’s purported Columbus connection, not aesthetics that has prompted the
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2/17/03— Chief auctioneer, Francisco J. GarciaSantos puts the bell in a heavy-duty protective case
at the Hotel Ritz in Madrid, Spain a few moments
before it is seized by Spanish police at the request of the
Portuguese government. Portugal argues that although the
bell was located in the wreckage of a Spanish galleon, it
was found in Portugese waters, and therefore belongs to
Portugal. (AP Photo/Paul White)
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Barcelona-based auction house Gestion de Activos y Subastas to set the opening bid at $1 million.
Buoyed by advance reports of the sale on CNN and international wire services, the firm hopes the
bell will ring up as high as $10 million.
Italian diver Roberto Mazzara, who found the bell off the coast of Portugal in 1994, claims it’s
the “only known artifact of the history of American discovery” – the bell that was aboard the
admiral’s flagship when he reached the New World in 1492.
Independent archaeologists, scholars and archivists scoff at the claim, which they say is largely
based on supposition and a fragmented chain of custody that spans a half-century of Spanish
colonization of the Americas.
“If these people were claiming that this bell had hung around the neck of the Loch Ness
monster it would be about as credible,” says Portuguese archaeologist Felipe Castro, now at Texas
A&M University.
“It looks like it could indeed be a 16th-century bell,” says Julia King, president of the Society for
Historical Archaeology. “But the idea that it came from the Santa Maria is really pushing it.”
Despite the skepticism – and the possibility that the bell might be claimed as cultural property
by Spain or Portugal – officials of Gestion de Activos y Subastas say the sale will be held.
The firm’s chairman, David del Val Catala, says interest from potential bidders has been
intense.
“Whether it is purchased by a public institution or a private concern, we hope it will end up
where it will be seen by many people,” he said. The Spanish government, he said, would be
allowed to claim the bell – but only if it matches the highest bid.
The auction house has been assertive in publicizing the bell’s purported pedigree. It has hired
a New York public relations firm to promote the sale and publish brochures, a compact disc and
internet documents from consultants the company says prove the bell is “the real McCoy.”
Mazzara says he found the 12-inch bell partially buried in the sand about 150 yards off the
beach near the Portuguese fishing village of Barcos. Mazzara was diving there in hopes of finding
a vessel called the San Salvador I, one of three Spanish ships that ran aground in a storm in 1555
while carrying cargo from the New World to Spain.
Surprising find Recovery efforts by Mazzara and a diving companion – and an apparent scuffle
over possession – apparently created at least part of the gaping hole that now defaces the bell. He
concluded later that the bell sailed with Columbus in 1492 and was being returned to Spain when
the ship carrying it sank in Portuguese waters. Mazzara himself said he was surprised to find such
a small relic so far from the rest of the wreck.
“The first thing I thought was,‘This thing should not be here,’ “ Mazzara told The Associated
Press. “The feeling I had was like finding a refrigerator inside the treasure chamber of the Great
Pyramid.”

Whose bell it is and how it got there is something that Mazzara and the auction house are more
certain of than their critics.
History records that Columbus’ flagship ran aground off Hispaniola, along what is now the
north coast of Haiti, on Christmas Day 1492.
With only two small ships remaining for the voyage back to Spain, he put some of his men
ashore, left supplies and promised to come back for them.
‘SHOCKING ASSERTION’
When Columbus returned a year later, the men had disappeared, and the settlement, La
Navidad, had burned to the ground. Mazzara and the auction house theorize that Columbus’
second expedition salvaged what was left of the encampment – including the Santa Maria’s bell –
and took it with them.
Independent experts say that’s pure speculation.
“We don’t even know that Santa Maria had a bell,” says Donald Keith, an archaeologist with
Ships of Discovery, an underwater archaeology institute in Corpus Christi, Texas, that specializes
in early shipwrecks.
Keith has excavated several 16th-century Spanish vessels in the Bahamas and Panama and said
he has never encountered one with a bell.
“There is also no indication that La Navidad ever had a bell,” agrees University of Florida
archaeologist Kathleen Deagan, who has spent years researching the settlement and excavating
near En Bas Saline, Haiti, where it is believed to have been located. “It’s a pretty shocking
assertion to make without any evidence.”
“There is no hard evidence or any hard archival evidence that this is the Santa Maria’s bell,”
said John de Bry, the head of the Center for Historical Archaeology in Melbourne Beach, Fla.
EXPLORING HISTORY
No trace has ever been found of the Santa Maria or the wooden fortress built at La Navidad,
but de Bry and Deagan are planning this year to resume the search, which had been suspended for
more than a decade because of political turmoil in Haiti.
The claim by Mazzara and the auction house is based, in part, on a ship’s manifest from Spain’s
Archive of the Indies.
The handwritten document suggests that a bell was aboard the San Salvador I when it sank off
Portugal in 1555.
The ship’s cargo, however, had originated in San Juan, Puerto Rico.
There is no explanation for how the Santa Maria’s bell, if it ever existed, got from Haiti to
Puerto Rico or what happened to it between 1492 and 1555.
The existence of such a bell hangs on a brief reference in the manifest, in flowing Spanish
script, to gold and silver and the “signo” of the Villa de Navidad.
INTERPRETING THE PAST
Claudio Bonifacio, the auction house’s archival consultant, says in 16th-century Spanish
vernacular, the term “signo” – literally translated as “sign” – was sometimes used to mean “bell.”
“It would make no sense for this not to be the bell of the Santa Maria,” he said.
Other archivists aren’t so sure.
“I have never seemed ‘signo’ used for bell,” says R. Wayne Childers, a Florida archivist who has
translated thousands of pages of early Spanish documents. “Nothing in these documents in any
way supports the idea that the bell of the Santa Maria was on the San Salvador.”
Technical studies by the auction house’s consultants at the University of Zaragoza and the
Technological Institute of Aragon attest that the bell is old, but they are ambiguous about its exact
age and origin.
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Bell Said to Be From Columbus Era Seized
Monday, 2/17/03 AP / CIARAN GILES, Associated Press Writer
Copyright 2003 by The Associated Press (via ClariNet)

02/17/03— Police officers seize the bell believed to be that of the Santa Maria, Christopher Columbus’
flagship, at the Hotel Ritz in Madrid on Monday Feb. 17, 2003. The police arrived at the hotel as the
Gestion de Activos y Subastas auction house prepared to put the bell on view for potential bidders ahead of
Thursday’s planned sale. (AP Photo/Paul White)
02/17/03— Plainclothes police officers take away the bell, pending court action in Madrid. (AP
Photo/Paul White)
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ADDING UP CONCLUSIONS
One analysis finds that its metallurgical composition is “in accordance with alloy used to build
bells since the Roman period.” It concludes that the bell “without doubt could belong to the 15th
century” and has probably been on the ocean’s bottom for “more than 400 years.”
Mazzara and the auction house say black stains on the bell may have been inflicted during the
burning of the La Navidad settlement.
But Robert Neyland, chief of underwater archaeology for the U.S. Navy, said there’s a more
likely explanation.
“Black staining is very common on metal objects that have been underwater for a long time,”
he said. “The evidence that it went through a fire, or that it’s the bell of the Santa Maria, is pretty
tenuous.”
Del Val Catala acknowledges that no single bit of evidence conclusively links the bell to
Columbus – only the “sum of many conclusions.” “Nobody can guarantee that this is the bell of
the Santa Maria,” he said. “But we believe it is.”
But some archaeologists say the sum of the auction house’s evidence is greater than its parts.
“Strange things do turn up in the sea,” said Roger Smith, head of the underwater archaeology
department at Florida State University. “The real problem is identifying what you’ve found. That’s
why we need archaeologists doing this kind of work and not auction houses.”
“It would be extraordinary if this really were the bell of the Santa Maria,” said Ships of
Discovery archaeologist Toni Carrell. “But extraordinary claims require extraordinary proof, and
this isn’t it.”

MADRID, Spain (AP) - A rusty, broken bell that may have come from Christopher
Columbus’ flagship - the Santa Maria - was seized by police Monday, shortly before it was
to be auctioned for a starting bid of $1 million.
A Spanish judge ordered the seizure so Portugal could investigate its claim to the artifact,
which a diver discovered in a sunken Spanish galleon in Portuguese waters.
While experts concede they may never be able to prove beyond a doubt the bell came
from the Santa Maria, that possibility - and its potential sale - grabbed the attention of
Portuguese officials who filed a court order to stop the auction.
“We’re very happy to hear this,” Rosa Amora, deputy director of the Portuguese
Archaeological Institute, said of the seizure. “It’s a small victory in a long war.”
The Spanish government had no immediate comment.
Police seized the bell from the Hotel Ritz, in downtown Madrid, where the sale was to
have taken place Thursday. They used a protective case to remove the badly corroded bell,
which is 10 inches tall, weighs about 30 pounds and has several fractures and a large hole.
“It came as a total surprise this morning,” said David del Val Catala, director of the
auction house Gestion de Activos y Subastas. “For the moment the auction has been
suspended. We are now studying the order and preparing our case.”
The auction house and the Italian diver who recovered the artifact in 1994 insist they
have done nothing wrong.
“All the dealings concerning the bell have been carried out with total transparency,”
said del Val Catala. “Nothing has been kept from the Portuguese authorities or Spanish
authorities.”
Italian diver Robert Mazzara found the bell off the coast of northern Portugal inside the
wreck of the San Salvador, which sank in 1555 while sailing from the Americas to Spain.
At first, neither Portugal nor Spain expressed much interest in the bell, Del Val Catala
said. That changed after Mazzara and the auctioneers commissioned studies to prove the
bell once belonged to the Columbus ship.
Now, Portuguese authorities want to examine that evidence, and perhaps proceed with a
legal claim, said Amora, of the archaeological institute.
Mazzara told officials from both countries about his find in 1994, but at the time, he only
suspected the bell was from the Santa Maria.
Portuguese authorities say the diver promised to inform them when he had proof of the
relic’s history, but they never heard from him again. Mazzara was not immediately available
for comment. The auction house has now been given three days to persuade the court that
it should remain in the hands of its client.
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― Faithful translation of
the judgment issued by the
Court of Madrid establishing
the ownership of the bell to
Roberto Mazzara
Tribunal
Capitán Haya #66
Case Number: Verbal Trial 196/2004
Madrid, seen by Mrs. VIRGINIA VILLANUEVA CABRER, magistrate-judge from the
primera instancia (Appeal?) number 39 from Madrid, from trial number196/2004, with the
plaintiff Germán Marina Grimau representing the Republic of Portugal, assisted by Mr. Manuel
Ferreira Moreira dos Santos against Mr. ROBERTO MAZZARA, represented by Gracia Esteban
Guadalix, with the help of Jesús Hornillos Fernandez de Bobadilla, and CONRADO CAUSSA
AYZA and GESTION DE ACTIVOS Y SUBASTAS SL, represented by procurador Vicente
Ruigomez Murieras, represented by counsel Ignacio Fernandez de Senespleda and the second by
Sebastián del Val Catala, about the return of CULTURAL PATRIMONY, binding them to the
following ruling, according to the following /facts presented.
STATEMENTS OF FACT

FIRST: On or about the 17th of February, 2004 a complaint was presented in verbal arguments by

state attorney Germán Marina Grimau in name of the Republic of Portugal for the restitution of
cultural patrimony to the General Administration of the State and its ministry of EDUCATION,
CULTURE AND SPORTS; ROBERTO MAZZARA and CONRADO CAUSSA AYZA in this
case, and after the presentation of fact and principles of law to those involved, we ask that the following be adjudged/determined:
a) To the ministry of EDUCATION, CULTURE AND SPORTS; through the general
administration of the Dept. of Protection of the Cultural Patrimony, as soon as the order of
deposit with Court #2 in Madrid, proceed to return to me the aforementioned bell.
b) To the defendants MAZZARA and CAUSSA, so that in case that should they recover
possession of the bell, they should restitute it to my domain.
In the third [otrosí] asked for the pre-emptive measure of delivery the item, lifting the naming
the deposit of the item with the general administration of the State, through its ministry of
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EDUCATION, CULTURE AND SPORTS, at the instance of the Second Court (juzgado de
2da instancia) so that they consult [oficiandose] directly with the Ministry so that in case of the
pendencia of the legal action, reverting to the [jurisdiction] of this court.
By the order of the from the 18th of February 2004 by the atty. general Marina Grimau
documents were presente making reference to law #36/1.994, from December 23 arguing they
could not present it earlier due to factors beyond their control. By court order, the documents were
gathered/presented
On February 4 the party in question presented a document of the happenings before the 2nd
Court [Juzgado de Instruccion] in Madrid.
SECOND: On the 16 or March 2004 the complaint was accepted to be heard, the participants were

notified and it was agreed that testimony would be heard on April 30, 2004.
The court determines that the bell referenced will be deposited with the Ministry of Education,
Culture and Sport until the determination of sentencing that the petitioner post a bond of one
million euros.

THIRD: On June 1, 2004 the State Attorney, representing the State solicited the suspension of
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the hearing slated for April 20, 2004 and it was agreed to be reset for June 11, 2004. Thusly, Don
Francisco Soares Alves was summoned to testify as a witness according to the evidence. On March
30, 2004 a written request for state court attorney Vicente Rui gomez Murieras and CONRADO
CAUSSA AYZA requested by judicial summons for various witnesses and with technical report by
Dr. Consuelo Varela. On June 3, 2004 ROBERTO MAZZARA was present.
On June 1, 2004 the state attorney, representing the general administration, solicited the
suspension of writ of protection of constitutional rights of article 14, Law 52/97, of 27 of
November, of the Judicial Code of the State. On June 4, 2004 the request of the State Attorney
was granted to suspend the protection for the duration of one month.

FOURTH: On July 1, 2004, the State Attorney, in representation of the Ministry of Culture present-

ed a document that requested information about the cautionary measure, on the provincial court
of Madrid, Section 1, also requested information on the subject. On July 19, 2004 it was informed
that the amount needed was not deposited for the measure, and no further action would be taken
in relation to this.
FIFTH: On September 15, 2004 the parties were given five days to act according to their interests.

On September 27, 2004 the plaintiff solicited another suspension according to article 19.4 of the
LEC. On December 17, 2004 it was required of both parties to manifest in five days if there is any
reason to continue the suspension of the proceedings, and if not to determine that proceedings
continue.
SIXTH: On February 1, 2005 the suspension was lifted and the participants were set for a hearing

on December 2, 2005. On February 8, 2005, the State Attorney presented a document stating that
Spain was sued only as holder of the property, and since that condition was lifted when the bell
was restituted to its previous possessor, the government of Spain should not be included in the legal
proceedings. The government of Spain requests that it be removed from the legal proceeding of
this suit. This was done on September 1, 2005 by attorney Vicente Ruigomez on behalf of Conrado
Caussa Ayza. Thusly, the government of Spain was excluded from the suit since they no longer are
in possession of the object in question. It was agreed to consult the Universidad Complutense of
Madrid, that a technician with expertise in history from the department of Historiographic Science
and techniques be designated to emit an opinion.

SEVENTH: On October 7, 2005 was presented in court a technical report done by José María
Lugón Nogue, academic in archaelogy from the Department of Historiographic Sciences and
Techniques from the Universidad Complutense of Madrid, which was attached to the evidence.
EIGHTH: Upon the day and time of the hearing, it was suspended due to the illness of counsel

Sebastián del Val Catala and technical experts and witnesses were again scheduled to appear on
December 21, 2005 at 09:30.

NINTH: On December 21, at the appointed time, appeared before the court the parties in the suit.
The plaintiff had several allegations in which he alleged that by virtue of the Court’s opinion, modifies its request, in that it excludes the Spanish government and in turn, that of the entity in possession of the bell, GESTION DE ACTIVOS y SUBASTAS. It indicated measures about applicable
measures and compensation.

Giving voice to the lawyer of ROBERTO MAZZARA, who recommended the dismissal of
the measure proposed, and the lack of legitimacy, that the action be dismissed. In the case a
compensation is adjudged, it should be 50% of the estimated value, that could be set at 2 millions
Euros. With request of proof.
The counsel for Mr. Caussa, manifests there is a violation of Art. 7.1, parts A and B
of Law 36/94, and that there is a missing requirement for the legal action to be admitted
that should be recognized. It alleges to proscribe the suit offhand. It requests the dismissal of
the request for restitution. And in case of indemnization, which would correspond to Conrado
Caussa, the possessor of the asset, an amount of 186,022.37 Euros should be set, as well as the
costs as part of the compensation. Requests a receipt.
Word given to the lawyer for Gestión Activos y Subastas alleges non applicability of the
Communitary Directive and Law 36/94, which does not apply retroactively, and for that reason
the lawsuit should be dismissed. Also alleges the statute of limitations and the failure to present
two obligatory documents, requesting dismissal of the lawsuit and sentencing the plaintiff, and as
possessors of 28% of the item in question, for damages up to the present and costs of 579,695.72
Euros, for a total of 4,329,695.72 Euros. This should include the court costs for defense in this
trial as well as the appeal division at the Second Trial court of Madrid not for the statute of
limitations but as part of the indemization.
The plaintiff was given voice to contest the claim for lack of standing from Roberto Mazzara’s
counsel. His highness rejects the claim on procedural grounds.
The plaintiff is allowed to respond to the claim for lack of standing. The judge rejects the claim ,
noting the disconformity of counsel to D. Conrado Caussa of Gestión de Activos y Subastas.
Following, the plaintiff was given voice to contest the statute of limitations, opposing it. The
judge will decide on the matter in the sentencing.
Once the suit was admitted, the plaintiff proposed documents provided by all parties, and those
provided being posterior to the filing of the suit, the testimony and technical reports.
The counsel for Mazzara proposes cross examination of the co-defendant Conrado Caussa,
reserving the right to question in the testimony given, consistent in the documents.
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The defense for Mr. Caussa Mazzara proposes cross examination of the counsel of the republic
of Portugal, of Roberto Mazzara and the representative of Activos y Subastas David del Val
Catalá, documents related to the case, copies of these produced from all parties in the case, video
evidence and technical reports. It impugns the documents provided into evidence by the plaintiff.
The defense for Gestion de Activos y Subastas proposes documentation on the case be given to
the parties, and the technical reports of Pedro Rubio Merion and Luis Morucco, as well as cross
examination of the representative of the republic of Portugal, and of Roberto Mazzara.
His highness admits the documentation filed with the lawsuit. Testimony and technical reports
were admitted. The evidence presented by the defendants was admitted in full. However, the video
evidence will be admitted upon sentencing.
The evidence is gathered for sentencing.
TENTH: In the procedure all of legal norms were observed.

FOUNDATIONS OF LAW
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FIRST: On February 17, 2004 this court was presented with a legal action presented by the Republic of Portugal on February 16, 2004 in the Higher Court of Madrid, in which the request to restitute a cultural asset - a bell found in the ocean bottom in Portugal, in front of the fort in Buarcos,
in Figueira da Foz.
This action is regulated in its content and procedure in statute 36/1994, from the December 23,
incorporated into the Spanish legal code from Directive 93/7/CEE from the court, from March
15, regarding the return of cultural property which may have exited in illegal manner from the
territory of a member state of the European Union.
As is detailed in the explanatory memorandum, the current statute from Directive 93/7/CEE
from the court, from March 15, regarding the return of cultural property which may have exited
in illegal manner from the territory of a member state of the European Union.
The named Directive establishes an obligation of restitution of cultural property which may
have exited the territory of a member state illegally, an obligation which corresponds to the holder
of the item. Also, an obligation of cooperation and coordination which falls upon the member
state where the item is located. The breach of restitution gives the state (to the state from which
the item exited) gives the nation requesting an action of restitution, executable in the courts of the
member state required.
The current law carries out the requirements of the Directive by the description of the order
of restitution, transfer proceedings according to civil law on verbal court proceedings, the laws of
active and passive legitimation, the special conditions for acceptance of the suit, and the contents
of the decision rendered, and finally the special rules on the compensation that eventually should
be satisfied.
SECOND: According to the transitional provision of the law “temporal application of the law”

The following law will apply to the illegal exits from the member states as of January 1, 1993,
calculating the limitation period referring to paragraph 1, from subchapter 1 of article 6, from the
application of this law in vigor.
From the proof given during the trial, and considering the testimony of the respondent, Roberto
Mazzara, and the witnesses Manuel Antonio Lains and Jose Peneda Oliveira, regarding the
finding of the item and the exit from Portuguese territory, completely contradictory versions and
without tangible proof that supports one or the other, it is credited that in spite of not knowing

exactly the date the bell was found, extracted from the bottom of the ocean then exported, the bell
exited Portuguese territory after January 1, 1993. as is evidenced in the literature of the auction
that was to be held at the Hotel Ritz in Madrid on February 20, 2003, which references the
finding in July 1994. And since the witnesses can’t remember (they say) when the bell was gifted
by/to Mr. Mazzara in 1994 or 1995. In any case, it is after January 1, 1993. Ergo the current law
is applicable to the issue in the litigation.
THIRD: Invoked by the defendants under article 6 of Law 36/1994, that the restitution is pre-

scribed under that provision: The action of restitution should be completed in the course of one
year, counted from the date the member state had knowledge of the place where the cultural item
and the identity of its possessor or owner.
In any case, the restitution is prescribed in a course of 30 years, from the date the cultural
item had exited the country in an illegal manner from the member country. Whatever the
determination in the paragraph above, in the case of items belonging to public collections and
ecclesiastic items, the action of restitution is extended to 75 years, except in those member states
where the action is irrevocable or that they had established, in bilateral agreements, a longer term.
To start, one must start by stating that the object whose return is requested y not an item
belonging to a public or ecclesiastic collection, so that the term to be adhered to is one year. A year
which commences from the day the member state had knowledge of the place where the item was
located and the identity of its holder.
According to the jurisprudence of the first Supreme Court, relative to the statute of limitations
is not founded in the strict principles of justice, but in the neglect or failure to exercise its own
rights and legal security, the application of the concept by the tribunals should not be inflexible,
but careful and restrictive - sentencing of October 8, 1981; January 31, 1983; October 2 and July
16, 1984; May 9 and September 19, 1986; February 3 and October 20, 1988.

FOURTH: The ‘dies a quo’ [the day everything begins] is determined by the possibility of the action

of restitution, conforming to the special law from the date when the requesting member State had
knowledge of the location where the cultural item was, and the identity of its possessor. Taking also
in consideration disposed in article 6.2, the exercise of the action for restitution would not impede
other civil, penal or other actions considered by member states of the European Union. Therefore,
it should be examined if the member country requesting cooperation from the Spanish court according to law 36/1994 has acted according to the law, and with independence from another action
attempting to recover the piece.
The Republic of Portugal had plenty of knowledge of the location of the bell and the identity
of the possessor on November 13, 2002, which is furthermore known publicly and internationally.
Because the possessors sued have never acted clandestinely. Thus has been shown by the
documentation provided and the testimony given by parties Fernando Real and Francisco José
Alves, director of the CNANS, who informed the Minister of culture of Portugal.
Furthermore, it has been proven by the actions of the plaintiff, which from this date the
Portuguese state has attempted to recover the item. On December 3, 2002 the central court
received the attempted action by plaintiffs to recover the item and was thusly filed on December
3, 2002 to the Central court of national Audience the plea of the Department of “Investigação e
Accão penal” in the district of Lisbon. The plea is part of the investigation conducted in relation
to information obtained about the sale in auction in Madrid of ‘the bell from the caravelle of
Santa Maria,” to be held on December 12 in the Ritz Hotel in Madrid. On December 4, 2002,
the Central court number 3 of Madrid remitir la comision rogatoria al juzgado de instruccion 2
de Madrid that processed the same.
It decreed to intervene the bell, which happened on February 17, 2004 from David del val
Catala and Conrado Caussa, in name of Gestion de Activos y Subastas. It is unknown what were
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the penal actions undertaken in Portugal, and in which phase it might be; for that reason we
deduce that the action brought by the Republic of Portugal in this case in independent of other
suits in the country petitioning, if there is any pending, since in the proceedings nothing indicated
any penal action in the neighboring state.
The Republic of Portugal, conforming to Law 36/1994, should have exercised the suit in the
PLAZO of one year starting from November 13, 2003, , which it did not exercise, evidence by
the day in which the original court action on this suit expired. Moreover, not even during the time
the bell was deposited in the MInistry of Culture - more than a year - was anything done by the
plaintiffs to get an administrative decision on the item as something of cultural value. Even upon
presenting the suit, on February 16, 2004, it did not even have the necessary documents to do so,
as was proven by the statements of the defendants in the case.
In regards to article 7 of law, they were not presented at the same time but only when it was
requested of the plaintiffs to fix the absence of the fee TASA referenced in article 35 of Law
53/2002, from December 30, from the Fiscal and Administrative and Social DEPT? regarding
the action brought on March 16, 2004, after requesting the translation of the documents in
Portuguese presented.
FIFTH: According to the evidence the action of restitution is expired and according to article 394
of the Civil prosecution Law court costs must be imposed on the plaintiffs.
SIXTH: According to article 8 of Law 36/1994, of December 23, the incorporation to the Spanish

law of Directive 93/7/CEE of the Council, from March 15, regarding the return of cultural items
that may have exited in illegal manner from a member state of the European Union.
According to the legal passages cited, there is no possibility of appealing this verdict.
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JUDGMENT
Taking into account the expiration of the action of restitution I dismiss the suit filed by the
Republic of Portugal against ROBERTO MAZZARA, CONARADO CAUSSA AYZA and
GESTION DE ACTIVOS Y SUBASTAS SL clearing the respondents of the allegations
[pedimentos] made against them.
Court costs are assessed against the plaintiffs.
This is my verdict, which will be added to the fact in the case. Thus I pronounce, order and sign.
There is no possibility of appeal of this verdict.
PUBLICATION: The verdict above was Read and published by the illustrious magistrate signing, in

public audience on March 7, 2006.

― Study and analysis of
the microstructure of a bell’s
bronze sample
(study requested by Mr. Roberto Mazzara)
1. Description of the studied sample

The study regards a sample from the wall of the bell, from the central area, together
with the hole caused by the loss of material (the sample was taken to our laboratory by Mr.
Roberto Mazzara).
The fragment had a high degree of corrosion, with a transition of the material on its sides
turning into emerald green salts. However, the bell has maintained a portion of its structure
without alterations, in metallic form, in its inner part.
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2. Electron microscope scanning observation and microanalysis by
x-ray emission with EDS detector (energy dispersion spectrometry)
The fragment was prepared for analysis in the scanning electron microscope. All of the
following procedures were carried out in the laboratories of the Technological Institute of Aragon
(ITA): inclusion of the fragment in epoxy resin (for further handling of the sample) and the
polishing of the same, in order to obtain a surface as flat as possible to enable the analysis and the
observation of the microstructure.

Figure 1. Back-scattered electron image of the
sample studied (enlargement: x20)

Figure 2. Electron image of the alloy (x400
enlargement) showing the different phases
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Figure 5. Backscattered
electrons image of
the altered areas
(enlargement: x27
Figure 6. Magnified
image in backscattered
electrons of
the alterations
(enlargement: x140)

Figure 3. Enlarged image in backscattered electrons
of interdendritic space (enlargement: x3000)
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Figure 4. Backscattered electrons image showing
lead nodules and Cu-S inclusions (enlargement:
x1500)

The sample surface was coated with carbon for the electron microscopy study at the Electron
Microscopy Service of the University of Zaragoza. The observation and microanalysis was
conducted via JEOL JSM 6400 Scanning Electron Microscope, with eXL-10 microanalysis system
from Link Analytical System, working with a voltage of 20 kV.
Microscopy monitoring showed that the central part of the sample was in good condition,
unmodified, coated on both sides with varying degrees of altered portions (see Fig.1). The
dimensions of the unaltered part were approximately half a millimetre wide, while the alterations
were slightly more than a millimetre wide on each side.
However, it can’t be ensured that the altered layers were not initially of a larger size, as the
external salts were easily detached from the bell in the form of lamellar by simply moving or
holding them. It is possible that total dimensions of the corrosion could be larger. Picture 1 also
shows the development of the different cracks, both transverse and longitudinal to the healthy
alloy, which would cause detachment of the altered part.
2a. Original metal alloy
The original metal alloy (see Picture 2) corresponds to the dendritic structure of a cast bronze,
which has not undergone any further hot or cold treatment either. It represents the typical
structure of an alloy prepared by casting into a shaped container.
Its overall composition is that of a binary copper-tin alloy (75 w% Cu, 20 w% Sn and 5 w% Pb)
(Table 1). Semi-quantitative analysis of this composition were made by sweeping a surface area of
approximately 0.5 mm2 (x300 enlargement).
A majority phase (in dark grey in Figure 2) corresponds to the copper-rich phase (phase α),
with a weight percentage (w%) of approximately 86% Cu and 14% Sn (the maximum % of tin
dissolved in copper is 15.8%). Interdendritic spaces (in light grey in Figure 2) are filled with a
mixture of phases α + δ , and in Picture 3 you can see an expansion of these spaces where the
phase δ (the lighter grey part) has a composition of approximately 68% Cu and 32% Sn. These
phases respond to the eutectoid mixture α + δ. The presence and composition of these phases
corresponded perfectly with the phase diagram of a copper-tin alloy.

Table 1. Chemical composition of sound metal
alloy (expressed in % by weight, w%)
Composición global
Fase α
Fase α + δ

%Cu

%Sn

%Pb

Media

75,02

20,30

4,68

DS

2,32

1,66

0,80

Media

86,17

13,83

Ds

0,69

0,69

Media

67,83

32,17

Ds

0,92

0,92

(*) Media de 3 determinaciones en areas dtintas. DS: Desviación estándar.

The tin content (around 20%) is high due to the fact that bronzes used
in the manufacture of bells have a greater percentage (up to 25%) of
this element than usual, which gives them greater flimsiness and makes them brittle, but it improves
their tonality qualities.
The lead content ( 5w%), appears in the overall composition as the presence of lead nodules (in
the images these can be seen in the form of dots or circles - depending on increases - white and very
bright, distributed throughout the alloy) distributed in the interdendritic spaces. The situation of the
lead in these areas can be described as being segregated, due to its low melting point and its apparent
insolubility in copper. The lead content in bronzes can widely vary, up to a certain percentage. It
increases the fluidity and it can follow the method by casting much more easily. Should it continue
to increase, the melting point is lowered and acts as an internal lubricant, improving the modelling
sequence.
In addition to these lead nodules, in interdendritic spaces there are no metallic inclusions with
a main copper-sulfide composition, along with a small amount of iron, probably with copper
sulphides from the raw material (in Picture 4 you can see an example of these inclusions that
appear in dark grey). Its location in these spaces is explained by how these inclusions tend to be
dragged in by the last liquid to cool.
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2b. Alterations in the material
On the altered area of the bronze, it can be observed that the corrosion is not homogeneous and
as result, it presents three different sections (see areas in Picture 5). A first front of advance of the
corrosion (closer to the original alloy) in which the dendritic structure is still maintained. Secondly, we
can see an intermediate section, where this structure has begun to suffer further modification. Thirdly,
the closest area to the outer part, where the whole alloy structure has been lost and the material appears
as made more compact. These differences can be noticed in greater detail in Picture 6. Corrosion’s
cracks under tension are also highlighted and seen.
The alteration corresponds to a relative loss of copper from the metal zone, followed by the
appearance of lead and chlorine. The trend is similar in both the α and the eutectic (α+δ) phases. The
corrosion attack front progresses through the α phase because the δ phase is very resistant to corrosion.
The results of the composition of the altered areas in the corrosion front, together with the healthy
part, emerge in table 2 (it should be noted that neither oxygen and carbon can be determined under
the working conditions of this analysis and therefore the presence of carbonates or oxides or hydroxides
cannot be excluded).
The presence of chlorine, probably in the form of chlorides in the sample, in one of the main
corrosion factors in bronzes. The chlorides manage to oxidize the metallic copper to copper (I)
and subsequently to copper (II), with the consequent destruction of the metal alloy, appearance
of copper salts and even loss are by solubilisation. The apparent lead enrichment may be due to
the disappearance of copper, and therefore to a higher proportion of tin and lead in the total (the
numerical data are always given adjusted to 100%). Both appear with double or triple percentages of
the initial. Copper chlorides(II) are soluble in water, while lead chlorides are less soluble.
Table 2. Chemical composition of altered zones
(expressed in % by weight, w%)
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Fase corrosione α
Fase corrosione α + δ

%Cu

%Sn

%Pb

%Cl

Media

36,19

45,81

11,34

6,30

DS

13,186

10,58

1,80

1,31

Media

19,34

66,08

12,32

2,27

DS

7,74

6,15

1,69

0,61

(*) Media de 3 determinaciones en areas dtintas. DS: Desviación estándar.

3. Conclusions

The studied sample corresponds to bronze, practically a binary copper-tin alloy, with a small
proportion of lead. The high percentage of tin, which is approximately 20%, matches the alloys
used in the manufacture of bells, used since the Roman times.
The alloy had been prepared by casting in a mould and didn’t undergo any further treatment,
neither hot or cold.
The metal part underwent a strong alteration, because of oxidation, probably due to have been
exposed to a high concentration of chlorides as can be expected from a marine environment, with
the consequent loss of the metal structure and the appearance of salts.
Therefore, it can be stated that the analysed bell corresponds to an ancient piece, which can
certainly be dated back to the XV century, as it had been subjected to marine corrosion for a long
time.
Zaragoza, 7 October 2002

― Metallographic study
carried out at the technological
institute of Aragon

Esiste un originale migliore per
queste immagini?
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SAMPLE DESCRIPTION: bronze bell with ancient appearance and a high degree of green corro-

sion. The bell has an hole caused by material detachment. The picture shows the entire appearance
of the sample.

DATE OF RECEIPT: 16-09-02
SAMPLE IDENTIFICATION: see table below

N° MUESTRA

Identification s/pectionario

Ensayo Realizando

Fecha ensayo

2MUES021758-01

virutas zona enganche

Análisis quimico

Del 17 al 26 09 -02

2MUES021758-02

virutas zona inferior

…

…

2MUES021758-03

virutas zona media

Análisis quimico

Del 17 al 26 09 -02

2MUES021758-04

Fragmento zona media 1

Estudio micrográfico

20-09-02

2MUES021758-05

Fragmento zona media 1

Estudio micrográfico

Del 17 al 26 09 -02

be seen in picture 4, it’s not homogeneous, it has occurred unequally in the sample studied. From
pictures 1 to picture 4 we can see the state of the sample before the metallographic study.

Picture 1 - previous epoxy resin filling
original bronze - accumulated oxides

TESTS CARRIED OUT: see table above
PROCEDURE/ STANDARD TEST:
DATE OF TEST: see table above
NOTES: portions of the sample for the execution of the various tests were taken by the trial claim-

Bronce original

Oxidos acumulatos

ant. The micrographic study was carried out by the Analytical Chemistry’s Department of the
University of Zaragoza. Report is attached.

Picture 2 - behind epoxy resin and
polishing

CHEMICAL ANALYSIS RESULTS:
CONDITIONS TEST:

Tests carried out:
determination of weight % of Cu, Sn and Pb
Equipment used for testing: ICP emission spectrometer (code 2PG30052-010) for the Cu
Atomic absorption spectrometer GFAAS, for Sn and Pb
The analysed sample was extracted from the original by the test petitioner
by making a small hole and by separating what was the oxide layer from the
base material.

COMMENTS:
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TEST RESULTS:
N° MUESTRA

%Cu

%Sn

%Pb

2MUES021758-01

79.52

12.22

2.51

2MUES021758-03

80.19

13.06

2.30

PROMEDIO

79.85

12.64

2.41

Intervallo confinanzia (95%)

0.23

0.28

0.07

METALLOGRAPHIC STUDY RESULTS
CONDITIONS TEST:

Equipment used for testing: Grinding and polishing machine (code 2PG0052.030)
Inverted optical microscope (code 2PG0052.020)
Tests carried out:
metallographic study
Observations:
the sample was incorporated by cold epoxy resin, ground and polished
with diamond spray, up to 0.5 µm. Later the attack on the surface test
was carried out according to bibliography information consulted, with
NH4OH at 1% and H2O2.
TEST RESULTS: before the metallographic study, a macro-graphic study was carried out, in which

the penetration of the oxide layer in the sample can be observed; the thickness of the oxide layer can

Picture 3 - previous
epoxy resin filling
Oxidos acumulatos

Bronce original

Picture 4 - after epoxy
resin and polished

METALLOGRAPHIC STUDY RESULTS
The dendritic structure observed in the bronze of the sample studied can be seen in pictures
5 and 6. This structure appears both in the oxidized zone as in the non-oxidized zone. The
inclusions of the Pb material can be seen in picture n°7.
Photographs 8-10 show in greater details the dendritic structure of both the bronze base area
and the area of accumulated oxides.

Oxides
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Base material
and oxides zone

Base material

Picture 6. 2MUES021758-05x400

Picture 7.
2MUES02175805x1000

Picture 5. 2MUES021758-05x1000

PB particles
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Picture 8.
2MUES02175805x50. Limit dendrites
oxidized zone

Picture 9.
2MUES02175805x200. Trim
dendrites base material
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Picture 9.
2MUES02175805x400. Trim
dendrites base material

SEQUENCE OF EVENTS THAT CHANGED THE ORIGINALLY ROUND
BELL HOLE, WHICH, DUE TO IMPROPER USE, OVALIZED: THE
BELLS ON THE SHIPS ARE FIXED WHILE THE EARTH’S BELLS
SWING. IT IS HYPOTHESIZED THAT AFTER THE SHIPWRECK
OF THE SANTA MARIA THE MEN OF COLUMBUS DISMANTLED
THE BELL, FIXING IT TO THE BRANCH OF A TREE BY MEANS OF
A FORGED NAIL OF SQUARE SECTION THAT CONSUMED THE
TENDEREST BRONZE, OVALIZING THE HOLE

Bell fixed to the shaft by square section nail
Bell fixed to the tree of
Santa Maria

shipwreck of the Santa Maria

― The bell that
lived three lives
It sounds like the title of a film, but it is based on a true story, that has already been talked
about by newspapers and televisions in the past. This is the story of a bell found on a
Portugal shoreline and that, according to its discoverer, engineer Roberto Mazzara, would
definitely be that of the famous Santa Maria.
In other words, it is Christopher Columbus’s bell,
which is presently in the United States. What is beyond any doubt is that Mazzara has
dedicated a whole life to its finding, filtering a lot of
documents, talking to numerous individuals and going through a long process, even up to
the present day.
We have tried to put the dowels of this complicated event together, which, as you will
read, has not yet reached its final chapter.

The bell, which is represented in these photos, is fragile and eroded, and it has lived three times.
Within the course of its second and longest life, it spent over four hundred years underneath the level
of the ocean, and an enormous crack opened on it.
It looks like a severely shaped mouth that has gulped up, century after century , affected by edges
of ocean water and blasts of sand, but also a thick tangle of mysteries that have been overlooked
within the fogs of time. Almost a halo in fact, a legend encompasses this valuable discovery on
which the pioneer, a professional diver with a passion for archeology, attempted to shed light after
unearthing it from the seabed in 1994, the year that in truth marks the beginning of the bell’s third
life. On it has been concentrated endeavours, energy, and cash, all with one purpose: to demonstrate
that that bell was, in its first life, the one that on 12 October 1492 signalled the discovery of the new
world.
So is it Columbus’s Bell? To be certain it is to Roberto Mazzara, who buried his hands in the sands
of the Portuguese sea and began to dig by bringing back what he said resembled a float kind of pot
of a bizarre gray colour. Let’s take a step back now to find out more about about Mazzara.
Roberto was born in Castronno, a small village near the Italian Varese’s Pre-alps, and since
childhood, he longed to fly with a creative ability of climbing over those whitewashed blades of rock,
that peaked towards the sky, gliding obliquely up to fly over the endless blue. At that point, floating
diagonally up to fly over the perpetual blue regions that are lost on the skyline, he was pushed by an
unconfined desire to sink and observe further down, chasing for privileged insights beneath the waves
of the sea.
The child who dreamt of the ocean and fantasized about the deeds of the man who challenges
hardships, sticked watching the documentary series “Man and the Sea”, directed by Jaques
Cousteau. That’s how he began travelling with his mind and heart in the dim profundities, where
immemorial wrecks and misplaced treasures had been covered up for a long time.
Maybe he still didn’t know that his grown-up dreams would become true. Years go by and
Mazzara’s interest and passion for the underwater world grew, and it gradually became a profession,
after graduating in hydro-dine engineering. Thanks to his skills and knowledge techniques, he
engaged in the construction
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of several underwater robots (Rovs), i.e. Remote Operate Vehicles. The first explorations took
place in Lake Maggiore, Italy, where he found the
remains of Milano’s steamship and, subsequently, located the Locusta’s torpedo vessel. By refining
his appliances, he engaged in various jobs, always related to water, with a specific consideration to
the archaeological aspect, his greatest passion.
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A BELL AND TWO WRECKS WITH THE SAME NAME
A part of Mazzara’s passion and profession involved a particular interest towards two Spanish
galleons which, returning from the Americas, apparently sank along the Portuguese coast within the
year 1555. They were both called San Salvador and they were part of a fleet set to sail from San
Juan of Puerto Rico, and both of them had the important task of bringing back to Spain, by order
of King Charles V, a precious cargo consisting in some gold and silver that arrived in Puerto Rico a
month before on other boats.
Only one Santa Catalina’s ship arrived in Lisbon, while the other two Galleons San Salvador went
to peak: San Salvador I in the surroundings of Buarcos (now a suburb of Figueira da Foz), while the
other ship, San Salvador II, in Algarve, near the town of Carrapateira. Mazzara, a man with a great
spirit of adventure, set up two expeditions, one per wreck. He was organizing these two trips
with a big question mark in his mind as the galleons’ location had to be made substantially on
site. There were certainly no diving centres that could take him comfortably to the site. A long
journey had to be made, even if it was quite expensive for the pockets of a young man with high
hopes: inside one car overloaded and with a dinghy lashed to the trailer. But the passion and the
desire to dream sometimes wins over everything, at least in intentions, as well as desire for the
discovery. Together with two companions, who agreed to support that ambitious project, he left for
Carrapateira, until he reached the coast where the small town stands, marked by long beaches and
an appointed cliff, made of tall spires similar to those of a Gothic cathedral, on which the great
ocean waves rhythmically play.
This expedition, however, ended in nothing, first of all because the three came to discover only on
arrival that there existed a diving ban, since a few months prior, after the discovery of some cannons
right in the submerged area in which Mazzara and the other members thought the San Salvador
had sunk. But not only this - organising a dive near the cliff turned out to be extremely complicated
because during some attempts to approach the site they took note that the length of the waves was
particularly impressive and fringed on the rocks with unprecedented power.
Next, our relic seeker made an inspection towards Figueira de Foz in search of the other San
Salvador. He tossed himself in this new adventure without leaving anything to chance: reading
papers, documents, and organizing himself as best as conceivable, but always with the awareness of
having to fight against something similar to the unknown, certainly marked but hidden in the blue,
among the whims of the immense oceanic sea. It was the year 1993.
Mazzara decided, after the visit to this corner of the Portuguese marine, that in Figuieira de Foz it
was worth staying longer than Carrapateira, setting up a trade
of diving material and organising courses of immersion, thus combining business with pleasure.
He made contacts for the purpose and continued naturally his chronicled research which, as we will
understand shortly, finally brought him lies about the wreck, in 1994. Specifically, he discovered a
passage from a written letter
by a certain Pedro de Galarza, found browsing through old papers and books in the library of the
country: in the written one there was mention of the shipwreck of the San Salvador, which occurred
in front of a beach in a place called Casalde Marin, where an old monastery once stood, still
existing today but reduced to ruins. The letter further explained that this Pedro de Galarza had been
commissioned by the king of Spain to recover the material that escaped the shipwreck, along the
beach in Playa del Lorical, today known as “Osso da Baleia”, which means in Portuguese “Whale
Bone”. The circle was finally closing. An old proverb says “Whoever lasts wins it”, and Mazzara with

his determination and his painstaking research was finally able to narrow the search field on about
twenty of miles of beach, which he began to scour with a metal detector. The first discovery made,
identified by the sound of the instrument, was a rather large coin, 8 reales, beautiful, silver but made
black by the working of the sea, in which the shield of the Kingdom of Spain was recognized. There
was the word Carolus (Charles V), the one who sat on the throne at the time of the San Salvador
shipwreck. He discovered some three. They were unique coins, capable of delivering very important
information on the events of that era. This on the mainland.
At sea, on the other hand, the searches carried out with a rubber dinghy in Portugal were
particularly adventurous, with navigation heart-stopping, due to both the distance from the port of
Figueira de Foz, and to the inexhaustible surge and bubbling energy of the waves. But thanks to the
signals of an equipment tool
on board which Mazzara had equipped himself, the magnetometer, which detects magnetic
oscillations due to the presence of ferrous metals he managed to locate the wreck. It was located in a
research area much closer to the shore than in previous reconnaissances, Mazzara having been able
to get closer to the mainland thanks to the best conditions of the sea. Once anchored, our explorer
found in shallow water, emerging from the sand, the dark sides of the marvellous galleon San
Salvador, an imposing ship that in life weighed nearly 800 tons. They were of a very old wood, made
very soft to the touch from the disintegrating action of the sea.

Document from private collection
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TRANSCRIPTION:
ANOTHER BILL OF LOADING FROM THE SHIP NAMED SAN SALVADOR
WHICH WAS COMMANDED BY GUILLEN DE LUGO FROM PUERTO RICO AND
LOST AT BUARCOS WITH LOTS OF GOLD AND SILVER AND THE SIGN [I.E.
BELL ] OF THE VILLA DE NAVIDAD.

Authenticity certified by Pedro Rubio Merino, official calligraphy expert and former head of Department of
the General Archive of the Indies and former Director of the Archive of the Court of Justice of Seville:

It was in the right place. In that little blue corner coveted for years, beaten by the candid overlaps
of foam blown by the winds, he finally noticed a metallic portion of a find that emerged from the
sediment: the bell.
THE DISCOVERY...
At first glance that object, belonging to the sea, seemed to him some kind of old pot. The lower
edge was jutting out from the sand and after having unearthed it, it was immediately clear that it
was a naval bell, well recognizable thanks to a flat plate that serves to settle it, with a hole (a little
deformed). It is worth mentioning that while the sound in terrestrial bells is obtained by swinging the
bell, with the door knocker hitting the inner edge, in the naval ones, being fixed, the sound comes
from swinging the clapper by means of a rope attached to it. In short, Mazzara had discovered the
wreck and also the bell, which it looked as if it were ancient. It was for him a magnificent find.
The idea at this point was to report the fact to the competent authorities, being satisfied of the
economic reward of the right of discovery, but he clashed with his collaborators, evidently more
prone to looting of the ship than in a process that respects the regulations about the historical
findings at sea. Substantially however, they were little interested in the bell, heavily corroded and
with an evident split. Relations among the rest of the group and Mazzara deteriorated immediately,
so he decided to leave Portugal, taking away the item.
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THE THIRD LIFE OF THE BELL
From water to air. Again, after centuries at the bottom of the sea. Weakened and partially
shattered, this bell undoubtedly fascinates, perhaps for the aura of mystery it exudes in the sight of
the beholder, perhaps for those “warm” shades that turn from gray to greenish and they taste of the
real sea. A sea immense, without borders, which at the time carried the name of Great Sea Ocean.
Yes, the mystery. Mazzara immediately begins to ask questions. What was a bell doing there,
these small dimensions (height 260 mm, diameter 252 mm), with a substantially simple shape, on a
prestigious galleon like the San Salvador? Besides... it looked older for that ship and again ... a bell
that surely had been made in Europe?
Presumably it could have taken the route of the Americas, but even coming back from there, with
a load consisting of precious goods made in gold, silver, coins, emeralds, it seemed really implausible.
The idea that it could have a value too, beyond its essential shapes, served as motivation for the
seeker to initiate archival investigations. The first document was found in Lisbon in the archive of the
“Torre do Tombo”, which referring to Columbus clarified that on the San Salvador there were many
objects related to the ship of the most famous sailor in history.
Certainly Christopher Columbus travelled on many ships, but the most famous was the Santa
Maria, the one we are told about as children on school desks. Two subsequent analyses of small
bell’s fragments, the first at the Arqueolise in Nice, a corporation which restores archaeological
finds returned from the sea, the second in Bologna, at the attention of a single university teacher of
archaeo-metallurgy, confirmed that it was a very ancient artefact, whose metal had been submerged
in sea water more than four or five hundred years.
In 1998 Mazzara returned to Portugal to inform the Government about the finding of the San
Salvador and the bell which, he believed, could have been of the Santa Maria of Columbus. His
belief was not taken into consideration. The director of the Stass, underwater archaeology service
of Portugal, was also informed, but obviously he was more interested in the wreck than in the bell.
Mazzara’s aim was simply to get an economic tribute and a return of image for an important find,
that of San Salvador, from a numismatic, historical and archaeological perspective. He did not
get the rewards hoped for, however the case was covered in Italy in a significant article in Mondo
Sommerso magazine, with the image of the bell on the cover, and in a short recorded documentary
from Rai (national television).
Mazzara in his history as a discoverer has a merit that must be recognized: he always informed

those in charge of his discovery. This denotes professionalism and correctness. Yet, again, it did not
have the expected results when, subsequently, he decided to donate the bell to the Spanish Royal
House, with the aim, first of all, to see it exhibited in a museum and to gain a personal advantage
that would make sense of his profuse commitment for a project on which he had thrown his soul and
body, which had it and would engage it for years and years.
Meanwhile the bell was preserved in a special container designed and built by the engineer: it
was full of argon, which would have prevented the oxygen from attacking the already precarious
conditions of bronze.
At that point, there was only one way left: the sale of the find, to close a chapter
long, exciting, fascinating, but fraught with difficulties and, above all, expensive. And in any case
further historical research needed to be carried out as well as scientific and historical studies to verify
that the bell really was the one located on the famous Santa Maria.
SCIENTIFIC FINDINGS AND ANCIENT DOCUMENTS UNEARTH THE TRUTH
From a scientific point of view, an accurate analysis of the metal of the bell was carried out in
Zaragoza, at the Technological Institute of Aragon, as well as a collection (official, with the testimony
of a police officer) of sand samples from the beach of the initial find. The University of Zaragoza,
faculty of mineralogy, had decided to carry these out in order to make comparative investigations
among the sand of the Playa of Lorical and that encrusted in the oxide of bell. But other findings
would come even from ancient documents, forgotten for centuries in the archives. The game would
then be played even from there.
A collaborator, appointed by Mazzara, found two important writings. In the first, it was reported
that at the Fortress of San Juan in Puerto Rico, at the same time as the treasure that would then be
embarked on San Salvador was stored, a bell was also delivered, paid for handsomely: 32 pesos,
indicatively as a year’s salary of a sailor.
This meant that the bell was of considerable value.
The second document mentions the events concerning the nephew of Louis Columbus, the debtburdened eldest nephew of Christopher Columbus, who commissioned a trusted person to send his
grandfather’s objects from America. There is no official list of the objects requested by Columbus,
but it is curious to say the least that the bell was packed and stored in the same place (and at the
same time) where the other objects to be boarded would have been taken.
A third document, the most important, was reported in a manuscript of 1556 purchased in
Florence by Mazzara, which concerned a list of boats that had reached their destination or been
shipwrecked in that year. Among those ships San Salvador was described. Textually, in the document
related to the Galleon paragraph in question, it was written (translated from ancient Castilian) that
“in the register of the named ship
San Salvador “...” who came with the commander Guilherm de Lugo ”... “He himself said that
he was shipwrecked in Buarcos ”...“ with a lot of gold, a lot silver and the bell of the village of
Navidad “
The term signo, which appears in the document translated above, defines a small bell, while
Navidad is the name of a small fort built by Columbus on the Island of Spain, using timber
recovered from the Santa Maria that ran aground on a sandbank on Christmas Eve 1492. According
to Mazzara, this evidence is more than enough to prove the belonging of the find to the expedition
of Christopher Columbus that led, on October 12, 1492, to the discovery of the New World.
The bell was proposed to an auction house, but three days before the enchantment? (enactment),
which was supposed to be held in Madrid on February 17, 2002, some plainclothes policemen seized
the find and notified Mazzara of a complaint of theft by the Portuguese state.
A complicated and expensive process began, fortunately resolved favourably with the recognition
of the rights of the discoverer. Moreover, it now seems that it is about to sell the precious heirloom.
The engineer Roberto Mazzara, professional diver, but also and above all romantic seeker of the
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modern era of treasures and artifacts, in this era when everything seems flattened, standardized,
domesticated, dreams that after the coveted sale his bell will rest forever in a museum. This would
sanctify all his efforts, the historical and scientific research to which he has devoted a good deal of
life.
For those who want to deepen the topic, a book (Edizioni White Star) has been published, rich
in information and illustrations, entitled: Christopher Columbus and the mystery of the Bell of the
Holy Mary. The words are by Consuelo Varela and the final part of the volume, written by Roberto
Mazzara, is dedicated to the bell.
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Engineer Mazzara, you are also an established professional diver who has worked with
great passion in the field of archaeology. Can you tell us anything about the sinking of the
Galleon San Salvador and this famous bell?
“I actually worked with great passion, “diving” into history, sometimes alone, sometimes with
eminent personalities of underwater archaeology, and I dedicated my life to research. I found the
bell scanning the coastal sand, during a time when I was using a metal detector on the shore, within
a stretch of sea where I had learned of the sinking of that wreck. I knew that these were extremely
risky trips at the time, memorable adventures of the men of the past, facing the sea and its power.
Ships were almost always charged to far-fetched lands, often containing large quantities of
precious goods. On board, the problems that arose were not only pressing, but also very complicated
to resolve. Shipwrecks were, in short, normal. The people on board and even the sailors themselves
almost never knew how to swim, and moreover often drowned because they were also weighed down
by their precious goods, trying to hold on to them to the last.
In addition, they were victims of disease, lack of food and water, and injuries. When the sea storms
triggered by the northwest winds near the Portuguese coast that raised mountains of water were
unleashed, makeshift anchors were sought (the last anchor, the largest, to be thrown into the water
was called “mercy”); heavier vehicles, such as cannons, were lowered into the water, tied to the ship,
and used to hold the boat in place without it drifting to the coast.
Only at the last, when there was nothing else to do, was an attempt made to save the ship by
pointing the bow towards the ground, often looking for the depressions of the seabed created by
rivers and streams to push as far as possible to shore.
When the shipwreck took place waves and the work of the sea would have eroded over time the
stranded embarkations and all the cargo, which was therefore destined to be submerged by sand.
This also happened for the inventories of the San Salvador wreck, of which I located some wooden
structures emerging from the sediment and the bell, also largely submerged in sand, in shallow water
near shore»
In summary, you discover and retrieve this bell, then sense, over time, that it did not have
the characteristics to belong to that ship, San Salvador. So you decide, after a few years, to
have it analyzed. It emerges that the find
is very ancient and remained at sea more than 400 years. Why is the Portuguese
Government initially disinterested in the find, but then accused of theft?
“I start at the end of the question. It was an accusation that did not stand, because I did not
steal anything, but rather denounced the find by notifying both the Portuguese Republic and the
Spanish State. The truth was, they only cared about the wreck... and certainly not that anonymous
bell consumed and split that, for them, had no value. Moreover, I proposed to offer the find to the
rightful owner, which is the Spanish State, in exchange for the copyright of the find; first of all
because I wanted to write a book, which I then did, and then because I advocated the request for an
official act of the King of Spain to prevent the find from disappearing. But I still had to go through a
long and expensive process, from which luckily I came out winning for the above reasons. Totally not
an archaeological trafuge! I’ve always been correct.”

After the accusations and the trial the matter is cleared with recognition
of the rights of the discoverer. Has justice been done?
“Yes! During the complex vicissitudes of the cause, the bell, which fortunately was not handed
over to the Portuguese but well preserved in the caveaux of the Museum of Spanish History and
Culture, was analyzed by a professor of a prestigious University of Madrid, then delivered at the end
of the process not to me but to the organizers of the auction.”
But where is this bell today?
“It’s currently in the United States and it’s my property.”
You are an engineer, a man of formulas and numbers, who at some point in life discovers
with a passion as an archivist some sixteenth-century documents written in Ancient
Spanish, to retrace the history of that bell and steal centuries-old secrets. We have
summarised them in some excerpts of this article. Is there further scientific evidence that
you would like to point out, that help certify the originality of the object?
“From a purely scientific point of view, in addition to an accurate analysis of the metal and the
comparison of the sandy material, perfectly matching the one encrusted on the oxide and that of the
beach of tempering, I would like to point out that, as can be seen from a photo, on the oxide of the
bell (the bronze with which it is made, subjected to electrolysis of the sea for more than four hundred
years, has thinned strongly) an ancient coin was set (a peso , to be precise) that was part of that era
and which, once detached, left its cast! But not only that. Silver oxide was also found on the bell
as evidence that the find, before rolling towards the shore, spent many centuries together with the
precious cargo of San Salvador.
All this in addition to the very important documents found and, in particular, that relating to the
requests of Columbus’ nephew.”
Moreover, you claim that the Holy Mary had another name first: Lagallega.
“Exactly. Among other things, I discovered that it is a false history that the Holy Mary was so
called in the time of Christopher Columbus. Its name was Lagallega, all attached. This term defined
the women who went from Galicia to Spain as prostitutes. While the names of the other two caravels
are mentioned over and over again, as far as the third ship is concerned only after a century in the
ancient documents was it begun to be named Santa Maria. In fact, this name created a certain
embarrassment especially in the Holy Church and it was certainly not Christopher Columbus who
changed its name. I know, it may sound strange, but from my research things are just like that. “
Engineer Mazzara, in hindsight, are there things you wouldn’t do again?
“I’ve made mistakes, of course. The most significant was to entrust the bell to the auction house to
which it had been given for sale, which certainly did not shine from an organizational point of view.
If everything had been managed differently, first of all without too much displacement, the seizure
would probably not have taken place. Perhaps it would have already been sold and would have
ended up in a museum. The place where she belongs.”
How much do you think this bell is worth?
“Hard to say. I dare say impossible because it is invaluable. This is because I consider it the only
existing object related to the discovery of America.
What are your future plans for this intricate affair?
“I would like to sell the item. It would be the missing piece of this great adventure that has
given me joys and sorrows, but since the expenses have been really huge, today I am looking for a
collaborator-financier to help me face this commercial operation economically.”
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― Christopher Columbus,
born in Curugeo (Cogoleto),
a town near Genoa, italy, man
with an honest family and life,
a great cosmographer...
Written by Paco Rego and Ildefonso Olmedo

FROM COLUMBUS’ BELL, TO THE GENOA VILLAGE WHERE HE WAS BORN
The journey of the Italian sailor Mazzara, who retrieved a bell, from the remains of a XVIth century’s
shipwreck, which Columbus rang the day he discovered America and since then he continued his discoveries. The
Santa Maria’s ship, once named “Lagalliega”, Columbus’ nephew asked 1.000 ducats to the King, when the
galleon that was carrying the bell was shipwrecked and, in the Archive of the Indies in 1568, it is said where
Columbus was born.
As the sea is calm, the insistent ringing of a small bell fixed to the deck of Santa Maria alerts the
sailors at dawn on 12th October 1492, «Land ho!», a shout coming from sailor Rodrigo de Triana
on Nina of Seville, a few arms from Columbus’ flagship. That was the end of a colossal maritime
adventure. That frenetic rattle was the first sound of the Discovery.
And so it was, with that tinkling ringing in his head, that in 1994 Roberto Mazzara plunged
in the cold waters of northern Portugal, willing to shout «eureka» in his own way. Five centuries
had passed, and from that distant tinkling, inside the mud, the Italian diver sensed what he later
identified as a «sign» of corroded copper: Columbus’ bell.
Today he is the rightful owner of bell and he keeps it, amongst his own avatars as Indiana Jones
movies, in a safe in Miami. It is esteemed at approximately $100 million.
The underwater discovery was the opposite of an ending. He initiated a journey, in which
he’s still persevering, to the lost origins of Columbus, which will take him to spend hours and
hours immersing himself in the files of the Archive of the Indies of Seville. And it was there that
Mazzara stumbled in a document drawn up by the Council of the Indies in 1568 clearly saying:
«Christopher Columbus, born in Curugeo» (now Cogoleto).....Reading the text and its translation
(now digitalised and available to public service), the Italian sailor turned into a treasure hunter,
thought to have solved by surprise the last enigma of the discoverer. The origins of it. A secret
for which there were people whose tongues were cut out, such as the case of Teresa de Baeza. It
was said that in the famous search for the Commendator Bobadilla, which recently the Simancas’
archivist Isabel Aguirre met, was found by chance in the files of a treasurer of the Ministry of
Finance of the XVI century. Teresa de Baeza who administered a whorehouse on the island of
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Espanola (Haiti) dared to say that the Columbus’ were humble weavers in Genoa.
But the bell come first in Mazzara’s story. It’s July 1994. 502 years have passed since the
discovery of America and Roberto Mazzara, former officer of the Italian navy expert in
subaquatic rescues said: «I travelled over all seas because I am passionate about shipwreck stories»
-, he searched in the waters of Figueira da Foz, in the north of Portugal, taking a point located in
front of the cirstercense monastery of Santa Maria de Seiça as a landmark.
The Italian man searches for San Salvador’s remains, a Spanish ship that sunk in that same
place before entering a port of the Peninsula. It came from San Juan de Puerto Rico, it was sent to
Spain by Admiral Luis Colon, grandson of the great discoverer, loaded «with gold and silver and
records of his grandfather’s first trip, the great navigator», says the marine explorer in Crónica.
Tripping on a piece of wood that protrudes from the sand of the solitary beach, «a palm» from
that rotten wood, Mazzara digs his hands in the sand and finds what in his best dreams he could
not possibly imagine. «It was a broken bell that corroded through time and because of the ocean’s
salt, it was a humble copper bell». At first, now he admits, he preferred to believe that «it was a
remain like so many that you can find at the bottom of the sea». «I didn’t give it much thought»
he says.
Three years later the diver, after a lot of investigations through hundreds of ancient documents
entrusted in the Spanish and Italian archives, he began to find out the origin of the mysterious
discovery. He came across in a dossier of the 16th-century that the San Salvador ship not only
sailed from Puerto Rico and shipwrecked in 1555 on the Portuguese coast «with gold and silver»
- «which I didn’t find» he assures - but among his treasures he carried «the sign of the fuerte
Navidad» created by order of Columbus with the remains of Santa Maria’s ship, after it had run
aground in La Española on Christmas Day. The corroded copper «sign» found on the Portuguese
coast, was nothing more than the bell of the Santa Maria, which clinking, 500 years before, and
had greeted the discovery of the New World.
«I was excited», admits the hydrodynamic engineer diver and since he is not «a pirate», he
decides to offer it to the Spanish government. He makes this offer by writing a letter, dated May
25, 2000 and stamped for the Ministry of Education and Culture. Yes. Mazzara offers Columbus’s
bell to Spain for free, completing the journey that the shipwreck prevented.
There was no doubt about the importance of the discovery. The chemical and metallurgical
analysis of the University of Zaragoza, the archives of Seville and Simancas and the documents
that allude to the house de la Contratacion del Rey (a state body that controlled and recorded,
from 1503 until most of the 18th century, all maritime traffic between Spain and the Indies)
confirmed the origin of the bell. Everything seemed to fit. There was no doubt, this historic
jewel was authentic, only 14 kg in weight and 25 cm in diameter. The «only condition» that the
transalpine explorer demanded was for him to be the one to deliver it in person to the king Juan
Carlos.
That bell, for which Christopher Columbus’ nephew «The Admiral», that Mazzara calls by
his Italian name «Luigi Colombo», asked the Spanish crown 1000 ducats as compensation for
his loss in the shipwreck of San Salvador - as we read in the document dated 1557 and located
by Mazzara in the Archive of the Indies – now taxed at a value of $100 million, according to the
appraisal of Sotheby’s and Christie’s experts. «I have never received a reply from the Spanish
government regarding my offer» assures to Crónica the Italian sub.
After living his adventures like a movie, which include the disappearance of the bell in a luxury
hotel in Madrid, hours before an announced auction sale, now Mazzara holds the historic bell
in a hidden and secret place in Miami, where it is located since 2006. It intends to gather more
documents in view of a future international auction of the piece. Therefore, Mazzara carried on,
and continues, to dig in the archives. He goes and backs to Spain, especially in Andalusia, where
he spends long periods in his house in Calahonda (Marbella), facilitates his visits to the Archive of
the Indies in Seville, where he enters for decades as authorized investigator.
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NEW DISCOVERIES
The man, who had found the bell «by chance» and that announced the discovery, one day
stumbles upon with what could be a big bang: the real origins of Columbus. It was the autumn
of 2016, about a date marked, the feast of the Pilar, when «as every year» he came from Italy
to celebrate October 12th (in memory and honor to all the peoples discovered by Colombus) at
his residence in Andalusia. In the Archive of the Indies’ new immersion he found a document
that seemed impossible «Christopher Columbus, born Cugureo, which is a place near the city
of Genoa, in Italy, a man of honest family and life, great cosmographer»...«I was paralyzed, I
couldn’t believe it. It was the first time I saw written in an ancient text and so clearly the true
origins of the great admiral» admits the diver.
In the manuscript, there are other details with regards to the Genoa’s origin of the Italian
embarking to the Catholic Kings in the great journey that made the world bigger forever. An
«illustrious family man and risky life, great cosmographer, whose origins come from the city
of Pienza (Lombardy), from the ancient and noble lineage of the Palestrello (or Pelestrello)».
«Cogureo represents the present Cogoleto, where they actually boast and display a plaque that
says so, to be the place where Christopher Columbus was born, son of Domenico Colombo and
Susannarossa, weaver and guardian of Olivella’s tower and door, entrance road by land to the city
of Genoa» according to some historians.
-Did you know who signed this 16th century’s document? - That’s the question I asked myself.
It is a manuscript without author, but written with a «very elegant calligraphy». So that
Mazzara resorted to the head of the Colombino Archive of the Cathedral of Seville, Don Pedro
Rubio Merino, making a personal visit and bringing him the text.
As soon as he saw the manuscript, the archivist Don Pedro pointed in a clear direction, «I
recognize this calligraphy, it’s Luis Colon’s writing, his nephew. He had a beautiful handwriting, he
wrote very well. I saw many manuscripts of his own hand». The diver recalls that the conversation
with the illustrious archivist was in October 2016. Two months later, the man died at the age of
88.
That document does exist, it is the absolute truth, and it says what it says, but in this case ain’t
all that glitters gold? Don Pedro was wrong. The retired archivist of Simancas, Isabel Aguirre, the
historian specialized in Columbus’ travel Consuelo Varela and, especially, also the historical and
descendant of the admiral, Anunciada Colon de Carvajal, help us to shed light on the dossier.
The manuscript assembles as part of a booklet of eight documents grouped under the name of
Report of the discovery and conquest of the Spanish island or of Santo Domingo by Christopher
Columbus. It is a report that someone made in the court around 1568 for the Council of the
Indies. It relates what others say happened. It formed part of a document of the Fund of the
Royal Patronage, which remained in Simancas (Valladolid) until in October 1785, he moved to
Seville (in a caravan of donkeys), to create, by order of Charles II, the great Archive of the Indies.
The file was kept, to be consulted by investigators, until its digitization in 1992.
Before pumping into this text, almost by chance, Mazzara found out about battles that he didn’t
know of Columbus’s nephew; the third Admiral Luigi Colombo. Concretely, at a legal battle that
he kept in 1557. On this date, the descendant claimed to the crown 1000 ducats of compensation
for the bell and other objects belonged to his grandfather, lost in the shipwreck of San Salvador.
Impoverished due the dissolute life he had had (ended up in exile for bigamy in Oràn, where
he died 20 years later), Columbus’ heir, decided to load the treasures of his grandfather on San
Salvador, including also notebook registers of Santa Maria. However, it was rather fortunate that
the galleon shipwrecked on the Portuguese coast. For this reason, Luigi Colombo ends demanding
the 1000 ducats of compensation to the Spanish crown. And for this Mazzara found the legal file,
five centuries later, looking for information regarding the bell.
As for manuscripts which enlisted the demand for compensation (Mazzara does not know if
Luigi Colombo succeeded in his purpose), he read that the largest of the three ships that led

Roberto Mazzara former Italian navy officer and now treasure hunter, poses in front of the Das Indias archive in Seville
with the document of 1557 proving the trial begun by Columbus’s grandson, Luigi Colombo, at the crown, in which he
claimed compensation for the shipwreck in Portugal of the ship that brought to Spain the bell, the jewels and the documents
of his grandfather. In the manuscripts he found, he realized that the real name of the Santa Maria was actually Lagallega,
all attached.
Anuciada Colon de Carvajal: «The text is an almost exact replica of what refers Gonzalo Fernandez
of Oviedo in its General History and Natural Council of theThe Indies of 1535».
The Columbians had a woman’s tongue cut out, Teresa of Baeza, who on the island of Hispaniola dared to say that they were
descended from humble weavers.
Hernando Colon, son of the admiral, travelled repeatedly to Genoa and surroundings, looking for relatives.

Columbus to discover America was called Lagallega (all written attached). It was the only caravel
of the expedition of 1492 to possess a bell, something usual in large boats built in Galicia, in
order to facilitate navigation they’d make the bell tinkle during foggy days. The claim to the crown
was made in these terms: «He asks that they pay one million ducats for the loss of the bell of the
largest of the three caravels that travelled to the Indies, called Lagalliega and the records of this
caravella and his materials that came from the Indies with the galleon called San Salvador who
shipwrecked coming from Porto Rico». The document bears the signature «S.Samano» who was
the tax assessor of the King.
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THE SECRET CRADLE
Certainly it is not easy to meet, as happened to Mazzara, such a clear document in the Archive
of the Indies on the birthplace of the discoverer; «Christopher Columbus born in Cogoleto».....
«SINCE I WAS BORN IN GENOA, I COME TO SERVE YOU... »
It is not easy because there are no diaphanous texts. And especially because, concealing the
exact origin of the admiral was purposeful of the Columbus family from the beginning.
Beyond his own navigator (which the maximum he even said in a document for the instruction
of majorat, in 1497-8; «Since I was born in Genoa, I came to serve (Your Highnesses) here in
Castile», was his son Hernando the great creator of spreading a veil of mystery, perhaps, in an
attempt to make the birth of his father more noble.
As for Hernando Columbus, illegitimate son, we can see the great biography of the admiral
(which ended up published late in Italy, with the suspicion of having been manipulated in part).
And also his intricate sentence, like something truthful, about his father’s origins: «Someone, who
in a certain way wants to obscure his fame, says that he was from Nervi, others from Cugureo
and others from Buyasco, all small places, close to the city of Genoa; and others who want to
make him more famous say that he was from Savona and other Genovese, but whoever wants to
push higher, says he was from Piacenza, where some honoured people of his family live and some
people were buried with weapons and epitaphs of Columbus. He added, on another occasion that
his father «smoothing out his surname».
Anunciada Colon de Carvajal, investigator and direct descendant of Christopher Columbus, is
clear in denying that the document found by Mazzara (the unconfirmed report of the Patronage
of the Council of Indias) was written by Luigi Colombo: «I can assure you that it is not so. It
isn’t his handwriting». Nevertheless, she admits that the text may be telling the truth: «I believe
that there is sufficient data to say that Columbus was Genoese. Included without considering the
document of their institution of majority of 1497 (since we have a note not signed and subjected
to some manipulation after the death of Columbus). For example, why not believe in his son
Hernando, when he states in his will to be the son of Christopher Columbus, Genoese? In the
same way, this important fact returns to the limelight by the Columbians, in the report of the
famous Colombini processes. I think the question is sufficiently clear».
What about the text discovered by Mazzara in the Archive of the Indies in Seville? According
to Anunciada Colon, is an almost exact replica of what reports Gonzalo Fernàndez de Oviedo
(military, writer, botanist, entomologist and Spanish colonizer, appointed in 1532 by Emperor
Charles V, first chronicler of the Indies) in his Historia General y Natural de las Indias de 1535
«Christopher Columbus,… with full certainty, he have been born in Cugureo, near the town
of Genoa. A man of honest family and life… most learned cosmographer…the origins of his
predecessors are found in the city of Placencia, in Lombardy… of the ancient and noble family of
Pelestrel… He came to the East and toured much the Mediterranean Sea, where he learned to sail
… and wanted to see the great Ocean and going to Portugal. Where he lived for some time in the
city of Lisbon».
«The resemblance of the texts of Oviedo (that maintained a clear enmity with the Columbus)
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details of the letter written by Louis Columbus to the King of
Spain from which the true name of the Santa Maria is noted,
namely “Lagallega”

and the document of the Archive of the Indies Patronato-18 with the title Of the discovery and
conquest of the said land and the way it was made suggests a clear lack of content» clarifies the
historian. Read and compare: Christopher Columbus, born in Cugureo, which is a place near the
city of Genoa, in Italy, man of honest family and life, great cosmographer, his origins are found
in the city of Plasenza in Lombardy, of the ancient and noble family of Pelestrel. He came to the
East and went to the Mediterranean Sea, where he learned to sail, desiring to see the great Ocean
he went to Portugal in live the city of Lisbon…
«As above» abounds the descendants of Columbus, «It seems that the anonymous author (the
document is not signed) reproduces only the information about Cogoleto, discarding the other
options that Oviedo presents, as he knew hearsay. The Report is not dated, although the General
Archive of the Indies has catalogued it estimating a date between 1568 and 1570. «I do not know
the reason; perhaps because of the dating of the documents within it was found, I believe it is
earlier».
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THE SEARCH OF FAMILY MEMBERS OF HERNANDO
Does Cogoleto’s hypothesis confirm that Hernando Colombo visited the place in search of
relatives? «Speaking of the travels of Hernando Colombo, it would seems to have taken several
of those who made to Italy to locate relatives, following the claim of H. Harrisse in his work
on Hernando Colombo (Paris, 1872). Despite that, Hernando travelled on several occasions to
areas that are supposed to be the places of origin of his father, it’s very hard to draw a clarifying
conclusion: 1521 (Milano, Pavia, Genova, Cremona, Ferrara, Venezia…); 1529 (Genova,
Piacenza, Modena, Bologna); 1530 (Venezia, Reggio Emilia, Piacenza, Genova); 1531 (Savona,
Torino, Asti, Casale Monferrato, Milano, Cremona, Ferrara, Venezia…). Did you find any
relatives in any of these places? We don’t know».
In Cogoleto, the municipality take great consideration for the digitized document found by
Mazzara, the sub of Columbus’ bell. It’s not just that in the Italian municipality a plate on the
facade identifies a building like the place where Columbus was born. Now they exhibit the
document of the Archive of the Indies of 1568 as irrefutable evidence on their web page.
The newspaper Caffaro in an article of 1888, describes the house in this way; «of the two
openings in the first floor, one gives access to the haberdashery of the current owner of the
house, Filomena Vernazzano, the other to a steep staircase, about twenty steps high at the end of
which, after a small landing, is located the front door to the room where would have been born
Christopher Columbus. It is a low vaulted room of ancient style, square, about four meters side;
a window facing east into a dark lane that flank the entire house; two exits, one symmetrical at
the entrance and the other in front; the ground with red square tiles arranged on the side, white
walls....».
THE GENOESE AMBASSADORS
Much more recent is the news published by the magazine Il Secolo XIX on 17 November 2017.
«The own Republic of Genoa ( s XVII ) in the instructions given to their ambassadors accredited
to the Spain court, four times clearly mention to the Columbus of Cogoleto».
Between the shipwrecked bell, the caravella Lagallega, and the found of birthplace of
Columbus, Roberto Mazzara can keep calm, on his journey through the Galician cold waters up
to Cogoleto, at first named after a Franciscan friar, philosopher and scholastic logician who lived
a century before Columbus: the knife of Ockham. According to this, «under equal conditions, the
simplest explanation is the most likely».
Roberto Mazzara reads, with an Italian accent «Christóval Colóm, natural de Cugureo, que
es un lugar cerca de la ciudad de Genova, en Italia, varón de honestos parientes y vida, gran
cosmographo…».

In conclusion
At this point, a question must naturally come to mind: what is the true value
of this bell. It has no connection to pictorial art or even an artistic image, and
its value is ever-growing as it is exclusively historical. This little bell is the only
existing symbol which brings us back to the discovery of America.
As we all know, the discovery of America has profoundly changed the history
of the entire world itself, from a cultural, economic, political and even culinary
point of view. The old world has never been the same and American cultures are
divided between pre-colombine and post-colombine. The term “colonize” derives
from the explorer’s surname itself, which could be Colon or Colombo.
There’s also one other moment in the history of Western humanity which can be
compared to the discovery of America: the watershed that marked a before and
after in history which is undoubtedly correlated to “the birth of Christ”, which
subsequently gave rise to a “before and after Christ”.
Therefore, as “Saint Mary’s bell” is today the only existing artefact, which brings
us to the discovery of America, so the “Holy Shroud”, guarded in Turin, is the
only object directly related to the figure of “Jesus Christ”.
Roberto Mazzara
Phone number: +39 328 8558930
Mail: roberto_6461@hotmail.com

The Holy Shroud isn’t going to and it never will be offered for sale. On the other
hand, Saint Mary’s bell will soon be auctioned and you will be able to win the
only item, now available on the market, symbol of an historical moment that has
changed human history for ever.
Roberto Mazzara

